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Lion fish / Scorpion fish Pterois voUtans ( Bennet 1831) belongs to the Fannily Scorpaenidae.
Widely distributed in Eastern Coast of India.
"A lionfish will often spread its feathery pectoral fins and herd small fish into a confined space where ita 
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DfRBGtiP's i i s s a | i
The Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute, Cochin is a 
premier research institute o f  international repute under the aegis o f  
Indian Council o f  Agricultural Research and is devoted to research 
and extension in marine fisheries and mariculture.
In addition to promoting research activities in marine fisheries, 
the Institute provides its staff members and their family adequate 
opportunities to promote their cultural, literal and physical skills 
through recreation club activities and sports events. These activities 
provide the staff an avenue fo r  relaxation from their routine works . 
The Club has been instrumental in providing opportunities in 
showcasing the multi faceted talents o f  our staff and their family  
members.
The CMFRIRecreation Club (2009-10) with 325 members from 
CMFRI, NBFGR and CIFRI had been very much active in organiz­
ing various activities such as charity programmes, eye camp, blood 
donation, Onam celebration, retirement functions, birthday celebra­
tion etc. The participation and co-operation o f  staff and family mem­
bers in the club activities are overwhelming. The CMFRI Recreation 
Club Magazine 'Tharangam 2010' is a compilation o f  the literal and 
intellectual contributions and a series ofactivities o f  the CMFRI family. 
I  am grateful to each one o f  the Recreation Club fo r  making our 
Institutional activities including club activities a grand success. I  wish 
all o f  you brighter days ahead and success in your endeavours.
7-12-2009, ^
Kochi -18. (Patron & Director)
President's Desk
The CMFRI Recreation Club (CRC) is a unique 
platform where the whole CMFRI family merges together, 
contribute together and interact and enjoy together. There 
are no boundaries among the members and all activities 
are planned and executed as a team activity. This year we 
are bringing out this special edition o f  the CRC Souvenir 
on the occasion o f  the CRC-CLUBDAY, the annual event 
o f  the club, fo r  the first time, with a desire to continue the 
CLUB DAY in the years to come. The time, effort and 
involvement put in by the CRC Executive Committee along 
with the Secretary and Patron of the club deserves appreciation 
and indeed I  am happy to be a part o f  this team. In the 
coming years  le t us together take the CRC to new  
levels, where we can all work and enjoy together, sharing 
the strength and weakness o f  the CMFRI family. Let us look 
forward to work and to grow together .....
7-12-2009, ^  V
KocM-IS. K .K .V ,jayan
President
SECPitipy's Report
The CMERI Recreation Club is an organ o f  the Institute which caters to the welfari 
of over 325 staff members of GMFRI, CIIRI and NBIGR and the society 
present Executive Cornmittee took office on 19*Febinaary 2009. The first ex^cutiye meet­
ing of the GMFRI recreation Club vvas held on 26* February 2009 and outlined the activi­
ties o f the club. Tam elated to present the report on the different activities of the club for 
1 ^  Y^ai 2009-W. 4
The following activities were done which are outlined below.
(i) Membership campaign:
A membership campaign was initiated under the auspices of the club executive; The 
membership drive ensured that all the staff became club members out o f interest and not 
by compulsion or persuasion. Consequently their varied inputs, interest and aspira.tipns 
were gathered which were helpful in weaving out different programmes o f  the club. Dur­
ing the one month loiig membership drive all the CMFRI, NBFGR and CIFRI staffs were 
made members; Inaddition around 70 students and research fellows also joined the club as 
members.
(li) Financial stability:
Financial stability was one o f  the prime challenges which faced the club . In order to 
rejuvenate the fmancial position it was decided to increase the membership subscription to 
Rs 20 per month. A lucky dip competition for fund raising was organized during Vishu- 
2009. The club members co-operated immensely which made it a grand success .Twenty 
five attractive prizes were distributed to the winners in addition to generating proceeds to 
the club. In order to obtain the matching grant from ICAR the income expenditure 
statement for the year 2006-2007, 2007-2008 and 2008-09 were submitted to the office.
(iii) Bidding Farewell :
GMFRI Club bid farewell to around 9 o f its members who had completed their long 
and illustridus career in CMFRI. As a token of our appreciation, gratitude, love and 
respect, farewell meetings were organized and mementos were handed. The executive 
committee decided that an amount o f  Rs.2500 will be utilized for meeting the
expenditure on the occasion of the retirement of the CMFRI staff for the purchase o f one 
memento for-Rs. 1500 one bouquet for Rs.lOO as per the requirement o f the retiring staff 
and the remMning for refreshment. The committee arranged vehicle for dropping the retir­
ing staff at their homes. Inaddition four o f  our staffs who was promoted/ transferred to 
other ICAR organizations/institutes was given farewell under the auspices of the club as a 
new initiative.
(iv) Ensuring accountability:
Iriorder to ensure accountability and proper functioning o f the club each executive 
committee members were shouldered with club responsibilities. Proper maintenance of  
records o f inventories and registers o f CMFRI recreation club was maintained and the 
responsibility was entrusted to the executive member. The assets available with the differ­
ent club members were stock entered and issued.
(v) Highlighting Club activities:
The CMFRI club has been earmarked with a notice board where information o f club 
activities/literary contributions of club members are posted periodically and birthdays were 
displayed. Inaddition an email id cmfriclub@gmail.com was created through which infor­
mation on the club activities was shared with all club members.
(vi) Charity initiatives:
Koonamavu Gods' Own Children - an Evangel ashram charitable socicty headed by 
Brother Amal is doing commendable Samaritan activity over the past twenty years to around 
150 underprivileged and mentally retarded people including women and children. The 
Ashramam is located at Koonammavu in Ernakulam district. CMFRI recreation club mem­
bers contributed in cash and kind by way o f distributing dresses (old and new) and some 
financial assistance. The financial contribution made was exempted from income tax un­
der 80G. Thus in a way our club could matter to the life of some o f the underprivileged and 
needy.
(vii) Health awareness - Eye camp:
Vasan eye care hospital, a chain o f super speciality eye hospitals across South India 
has organized an eye camp for the benefit o f all the club members on 14*’’ May 2009 at our 
institute. The camp team included a team of ophthalmologists, opticians and support team 
with state of art equipment and modern facilities. Around 100 club members and their 
family members took active participation in the awareness camp and availed free eye check up.
(viii) Onam celebrations
The CMFRI Recreation Club celebrated Onam on 25'’' August 2009. The celebrations 
included a Athapookalam com^QiiXion in which seven teams participated .The teams
included FEM Division/Mariculture Division/Hatchery , Molluscan Fisheries Division, 
SEETT Division /ATIG, FRA Division, GIFRI Unit Cochin,; Marine 
Division Unit and Library. Fisheries Resources Assessrnent Division won the first prize 
and a cash prize of Rs 2001 with an ever rolling trophy. SEETT Division won the second 
prize followed by Marine Biotechnology Division Unit bagging the third prize. Inaddition 
Kaserakali competitions and Vadamvali competitions were held. After the ritual Onam 
sadya a cultural programme was held in the CMFRI Auditorium.
The most important accomplishment of Onam was the maintenance of the Athapooklam 
for all the ten days from. Atham to Thinivonam. In this regard the pioneering persistent 
interest and untiring effort and o f  the Patron of the club will, be ever remembered for.
(ix) Birthday celebrations:
The club has initiated to celebrate the birthday of its members by presenting a card, 
rose and a small memento. It was a wonderful and refreshing experience to the club 
members and was received with much accolades and appreciation.
(x) Club Magazine - Tharangam-2010
Tharangam 2010 played a very important role in providing a unique opportunity to its 
members and their family members in highlighting their literary/artistic skill. Around 45 
articles and 20 paintings were received which included short story, essay, poems, jokes, 
fictions, science, travelogues, pencil sketch, paintings etc. on English, Hindi, Malayalam 
Tamil and Marathi. The Editorial Board did a commendable job for the timely release of 
the magazine. The support from the different donor organizations was extremely 
praiseworthy and is reciprocated with gratitude.
(xi) Club Day-2009
The Club Day 2009 was celebrated with much fun and fervour on 2P* November 
2009. TheDirector and patron of the club Dr. G.SydaRao welcomed the august audience. 
The Chief Guest o f the function was Frof.M.K.Sanu, Noted Critic and Writer and Shri 
Salim Kumar, Cine Actor was the Guest ;0f  Honour. Prof M.K. Sanu excelled the audience 
with his ortatory skills and highlighted the need and importance o f  club in a scientific 
organisation. Shri Salim Kumar enthralled the audience with his jovial prescence and 
socially relevant speech. The prizes were distributed to the winners o f the cultural, literary 
and sports comeptition by the Chief Guest and Guest o f Honour. After the valedictory 
function there was a cultural event with Orchestra, and selected programmes from CMFRI 
staff and; farhily members followed by dinner.
(xii) Welcome 2010
New Year day celebration on 1®' January 2010 Was organized in a grand way. The 
New Year Calendar on behalf of the Recreatioii Club was printed and distributed to all 
staff of CMFRI, CIFRI, NBFGR etc. Honourable Director Dr. G Syda Rao released the
Galendar-2010 by handing over a copy to Dr. N.GK.Pillai, Principal Scientist and Head , 
Pelagic Fisheries Division. Cakes were distributed to all the club members.
(xiii) Others
The club also took extreme care and initiative to attend and offer timely assistance, 
moral and physical supports in time for caring the relatives of deceased and selflessly 
volunteering for blood donation, etc. with integrity and commitment.
(xiv) Team building:
The most gratifying experience as one of the office bearer o f the club has been the 
unstinting faith reposed on me and the whole hearted co-operation extended by the execu­
tive members in the planning, formulation and execution o f the club initiatives in time. I 
am quite impressed by the innovations our club members had in the conduct of the club 
activities. The Patron of the Club, Dr.G. Syda Rao has been instrumental in guiding the 
club to achieve new horizons. Dr.K.K.Vijayan , President o f  the Club is admirable for his 
efforts and novel ideas but truly a leader when it comes to successful accomplishment o f  
the task. A wholehearted appreciation from all the executive members for the inspired 
vision of the Patron and the innovative mission o f the President
I profusely thank each and one of the CMFRI Club members who had toiled hard to 
make these dreams a reality. Special thanks are also due to the different Heads o f Divi­
sions, Senior Administrative Officer, Senior Finance Officer, Scientist -in- charges o f dif­
ferent sections, and all other CMFRI, CIFRI and NBFGR Staff.
But I do strongly believe that these activities were just an initiative which requires 
constant perseverance and whole hearted co-operation of all the club members to con­
tinue. 1 would love to remember
The woods are lovely dark and deep 
But I  have promises to keep 
And miles to go before I  sleep 
And miles to go before I  sleep
Thank you all once again for all the continued guidance and relentless support
a.
7-12-2009, Shyam S Salim
Kochi -18. Secretary
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A drop of water into the ocean
The CMFRI Recreation Club has contributed in cash 
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Vasan Eye Care-A premier eye care hospital conducted an awareness programme and 
eye camp for the benefit of the CMFRI Recreation Club members.
Onam Celebrations-2009
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E n g U s k  S e c t io n
Science
Climate Change : 
Are we prepared
Remya Rajesh
Senior Research Fellow, DFD
Introduction
Climate change has long-since ceased to 
be a scientific curiosity, and is no longer just one 
of many environmental and regulatory concerns. 
As the United Nations Secretary General has 
said, it is the major, overriding environmental 
issue of our time, and the single greatest 
challenge facing environmental regulators. It is 
a growing crisis with economic, health and safety, 
food production, security, and other dimensions. 
Shifting weather patterns, for example, threaten 
food production through increased unpredicta­
bility of precipitation, rising sea levels contaminate 
coastal freshwater reserves and increase the risk 
of catastrophic flooding, and a warming atmo­
sphere aids the pole-ward spread of pests and 
diseases once limited to the tropics. By definiton, 
climate change is any long-term change in the 
statistics of weather over periods of time that 
range from decades to millions of years. It can 
express itself as a change in the mean weather 
conditions, the probability of extreme conditions, 
or in any other part of the statistical distribution 
of weather. Climate change may occur in a 
specific region, or across the whole Earth.
We are all aware of the fact that climate 
change is already happening and represents one 
of the greatest environm ental, social and 
economic threats facing the planet. The warming 
of the climate system is unequivocal, as is now 
evident from observations of increases in global 
average air and ocean temperatures, widespread 
melting of snow and ice, and rising global mean 
sea level. Most of the warming that has occurred 
over the last 50 years is very likely to have been
caused by human activ ities, in its Fourth 
Assessment Report (AR-4), published in 2007, 
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC) projects that, without further action to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, the global 
average surface temperature is likely to rise by a 
further 1.8-4.0°C this century, and by up to 6.4°C 
in the worst case scenario. Even the lower end 
of this range would take the temperature increase 
since pre-industrial times above 2°C - the 
threshold beyond which irreversible and possibly 
catastrophic changes become far more likely to 
happen.
Projected global warming this century is 
likely to trigger serious consequences for 
mankind and other life forms, including a rise in 
sea level between 18 and 59 cm which will 
endanger coastal areas and small islands, and a 
greater frequency and severity of extreme 
weather events.
Causes of climate change
The world’s climate varies naturally as a 
result of the way the ocean and the atmosphere 
interact, changes in the earth’s orbit and changes 
in energy received from the sun and volcanic 
eruptions. However, there is now strong evidence 
and almost universal agreement that significant 
global warming can’t be explained just by natural 
variations. The changes seen over recent years, 
and those predicted for the next 80 years, are 
thought to be mainly as a result of human 
behaviour.
The earth is surrounded by a layer of gases 
which act like the glass walls of a greenhouse. 
These gases let the sun’s rays enter, but stop 
much of the heat from escaping. This is a natural 
process, and it’s these ‘greenhouse gases’ 
(mainly carbon dioxide and water vapour) that 
keep the planet warm enough to sustain life. 
However, as humans cause more greenhouse 
gases to be released into the atmosphere, the 
greenhouse effect becomes stronger. More heat 
is trapped and the earth’s climate begins to 
change unnaturally .Human activity is changing 
the am ount of greenhouse gases in the 
atmosphere through deforestation, burning of 
fossil fuels, population growth etc.
Why should India be concerned about Climate 
Change?
India should be concerned about climate change 
since this phenomenon might have substantial 
adverse im pacts on us. Not all possible 
consequences of climate change are yet fully 
understood, but the three main ‘categories’ of 
impacts are those on agriculture, sea level rise 
leading to submergence of coastal areas, as well 
as Increased frequency of extreme events. 
However, these are long term issues. The 
overriding immediate concern for India should be 
the fast pace at which negotiations are taking 
place on the climate front. In the recently 
concluded climate change summit at the United 
Nations India had asked the developed countries
to modify their ‘unsustainable lifestyles’ to 
significantly cut down carbon emissions by 2020 
and to ensure that developing nations had 
enough resources to cope with climate change 
while pursuing accelerated development.. Here 
are the main potential effects of climate change 
on a country which is the world’s seventh largest 
in area and is home to 1.1 billion people, a sixth 
of humanity.
Effects of Climate Change
Climate change could alter patterns of monsoon 
rains, vital for India’s agriculture and water needs. 
Agriculture will be adversely affected not only by 
an increase or decrease in the overall amounts 
of rainfall, but also by shifts in the timing of the 
rainfall Scientists warn that India will experience 
a decline in summer rainfall by 2050. Higher 
tem peratures also mean faster melting of 
Himalayan glaciers and as the melting season 
coincides with the monsoon season, any 
intensification o f the monsoon is likely to 
contribute to flood disasters in the Himalayan 
catchment. As far as the fisheries sector is 
concerned, the effects of global warming on fish 
stocks and their migrations are extremely difficult 
to predict. For fishes, climate change may 
strongly influence distribution and abundance 
through changes in growth, survival, reproduc­
tion, or responses to changes at other trophic 
levels. Changing seawater temperature and 
current flows will likely bring increases, decreases 
and shifts in the distribution of marine fish stocks 
with some areas benefiting while other lose. 
These changes may have impacts on the nature 
and value of commercial fisheries. Climate chan­
ge also contributes to sea level rise. A trend of 
sea level rise of 1 cm per decade has been recor­
ded along the Indian coast. Increased temper­
atures can weaken immune systems and 
increase the range of vector-borne diseases such 
as malaria, particularly in regions where minimum 
temperatures currently limited the spread of such 
diseases.
What needs to be done to curb climate 
change ?
Quite simply; we need to reduce emissions 
of greentiouse gases into the atmosphere. Even 
if we take firm action now, temperatures will 
continue to rise for a while. However, if we do 
not take any action, temperatures will increase 
even more, and at some point the climate could 
spiral out of control. Climate change will not 
disappear immediately, but the sooner we all 
become aware of it and take action against it, 
the better we will be able to take control of our 
destiny, live comfortably, and protect all the 
beauty and diversity of our planet for the future.
Some Basic Tips to Help Stop Climate Change
Here are some simple, everyday things 
each of us can do to help stop climate change. 
Every little effort helps and adds up to a whole 
lot of good.
•  Change a light. Replacing a regular light 
bulb with a compact fluorescent one saves 68kg 
of carbon dioxide each year
•  Drive less. Walk, bike, carpool, take mass 
transit, and/or trip chain. All of these things can 
help reduce gas consumption and carbon dioxide.
•  Recycle more and buy recycled. Save 
up to 1088 kg of carbon dioxide each year just 
by recycling half of your household waste. By 
recycling and buying products with recycled 
content you also save energy, resources and 
landfill space!
•  Check your tyres. Properly inflated tyres 
mean good gas mileage.
•  Use less hot water. It takes a lot of 
energy to heat water. Reducing the amount used 
means big savings in not only your energy bills, 
but also in carbon dioxide emissions.
•  Avoid products with a lot of packaging.
Preventing waste from being created in the first 
place means that there is less energy wasted 
and fewer resources consumed. When you 
purchase products with the least amount of
packaging, not only do you save money, but you 
also help the environment! Reducing your 
garbage by 10% reduces carbon dioxide 
emissions by approximately 544 kg.
•  Plant a tree. A single tree can absorb one 
ton of carbon dioxide over its lifetime.
•  Turn off electronic devices when not 
in use. Simply turning o ff your TV, VCR, 
computer and other electronic devices can save 
each household thousands of kilograms of 
carbon dioxide each year.
•  Stay informed. Use the Earth 911 Web site 
to help stay informed about environmental issues, 
and share your knowledge with others. Together, 
we can and do Make Every Day Earth Day!
What Governments are doing together?
In the 1980s, evidence of climate change 
was mounting and a number of international 
conferences raised worldwide concern about the 
issue. Climate change is a global issue because 
all countries will be affected by it and all 
contribute, in varying degrees, to greenhouse gas 
emissions. So, no country can solve the problem 
on its own. The UN Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC), The UN Framework 
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), The 
Kyoto Protocol (treaty) etc are some of the 
organizational initiatives to combat climate 
change.
Conclusion
“The earth provides enough to satisfy every 
man’s needs, but not every man’s greed” 
Mahatma Gandhi
As for what caused global warming, most 
scientists have proposed a plain and simple 
answer, humans. Yes, we are the ones that could 
po tentia lly  kill ourselves and other living 
organisms that dwell on this planet. Humans, 
being the most advanced being on Earth, have 
made many technological breakthroughs that 
make our everyday life easier. This progress is 
exactly what is leading to the climate disaster
Along with the technology that has been invented 
comes the release of what is called greenhouse 
gases. Greenhouse gases are conjured when 
fossil fuels, such as coal, and oil are burned. 
These gases are released from activities that 
normally would appear to be harmless. For 
example, watching TV, using an air conditioner, 
turning on a light, using a hair dryer, driving an 
automobile, and microwaving a meal all release 
greenhouse gases into the Earth’s atmosphere. 
Quite possibly the most overlooked manner in 
discharging greenhouse gas is how we dispose 
of our waste.
Much of the public debate focuses on 
warming, an admittedly likely reaction of the 
climate system. Disturbing earth’s radiation 
balance, however, may change the climate in a 
host of other potentially serious ways. Warming 
need not even be the practically most relevant 
part of the response. This is why many 
climatologists prefer the term ‘climate change’ 
over ‘global warming’. For example, spatial and 
seasonal patterns of precipitation, evaporation.
soil moisture and river runoff may shift. These in 
turn may affect agriculture and freshwater 
availability, which are critical for many poor 
countries and a potential source of migrations 
and conflicts. Terrestrial and marine life will be 
affected and may in turn affect the climate via 
changes. The risk of rapid climate change is 
linked to many other problems of concern, like- 
population growth, poverty, loss of biodiversity, 
or stratospheric ozone depletion. Building a 
balanced public perception of the risks posed by 
climatechange is difficult. There is an almost 
irresistible temptation to view extreme weather 
events, like droughts or storms, as signs of 
climate change, even if they are well within the 
limits of natural variability. At the same time, 
gradual change tends to go unnoticed. It is an 
open question how soon the uncertainties can 
be narrowed down, and whether climatologists 
will be able to predict details reliably before they 
start to happen in the real world. There is a natural 
inclination to wait and see until we know what we 
shall have to face. By then it may be too late.
❖
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1. Where is the power ?
Once, in Heaven there was a discussion 
among the gods to decide where the miraculous 
secret power, the power by which man can 
achieve anything in this world was to be kept 
hidden. One of the gods suggested that it could 
be kept hidden in the depths of the s ea. Another 
said it could be buried on top of high mountains. 
The third one thought of a cave in the woods as 
the right place. At last, the most intelligent among 
them said, 'Keep it in the depths of man's mind. 
He will never suspect that the power is hidden
2. Triple filter test by Socrates
"In ancient Greece, Socrates was reputed 
to hold knowledge in high esteem. One day an 
acquaintance met the great philosopher and said, 
'Socrates, do you know what I just heard about 
your friend?'
'Hold on a minute,' Socrates replied. 'Before 
telling me anything I'd like you to pass a little 
test. It's called the Triple Filter Test.'
'Triple filter?'
'That's right,' Socrates continued. 'Before 
you talk to me about my friend, it might be a good 
idea to take a moment and filter what you're going 
to say. The first filter is Truth. Have you made 
absolutely sure that what you are about to tell 
me is true?'
'No,' the man said, 'actually I just heard about it 
and...'
'All right,' said Socrates. 'So you don't really know 
if it's true or not.
Now let's try the second filter, the filte r of 
Goodness. Is what you are about to tell me about 
my friend something good?'
there because right from his childhood, his mind 
is prone to wandering and he will not look within. 
Only the intelligent among them will look within, 
and use the power and become great.' All gods 
agreed.
So, do you see that the difference between 
two people lies in their minds? One knows how 
to tap its power and the other does not. So, the 
truth expressed here is that in the depths of man's 
mind lies hidden the miraculous power, using 
which one can become great.
'No, on the 
contrary...' 
So,' Socrates 
c o n tin u e d , 
'you want to 
tell me some­
thing bad ab­
out him, but 
you're not 
certa in it's 
true.You may 
still pass the 
test though, 
b e c a u s e  
there's one filter left: the filter of Usefulness. Is 
what you want to tell about my friend going to be 
useful to me?'
'No, not really.'
'Well,' concluded Socrates, 'if what you want to 
tell me is neither true nor good nor even useful, 
why tell it to me at all?'
This is why Socrates was a great philosopher 
and held in such high esteem.
f r
h , 'a ?
3. Divine IViusic
•W t
Tansen was a great musician in the court 
of Emperor Akbar in Delhi. He was blessed by 
the Divine mother and his Guru.
One day Tansen sang in the court of Akbar. 
Akbar was charmed by his music and he said, 
"there is none who can equal you in music".
Tansen replied, "No my lord, there is one 
person"
Akbar got curious. Tansen explained, "He is 
no ordinary person. His name is Haridas and he 
is a saint. He lives in Vrindaban and he is my guru."
Akbar wanted to invite Saint Haridas to the 
court to listen to his singing. Tansen replied, "he 
will not stir out of Vrindaban. Many have tried to 
persuade him but failed".
4. The Wooden Bowl
A frail old man went to live with his son, 
daughter-in-law, and a four-year old grandson. 
The old man's hands trembled, his eyesight was
Akbar asked, "Can I hear his music? Can you 
take me there?"
Tansen replied, "If you are willing to come 
disguised as my disciple, I can take you there 
and I will try to make him sing when we are there" 
Akbar immediately agreed.
So, a disguised Akbar and Tansen left for 
Vrindaban. On reaching the place of the Saint 
Tansen and Akbar paid their respects to the Saint. 
The saint did not sing at all.
In the evening, Tansen started singing. While 
singing, he deliberately made a mistake. Imme­
diately the Saint corrected him and to explain the 
correction started singing. Akbar and Tansen sat 
spellbound listening to his singing. It was the most 
divine music that Akbar had ever heard.
A fte r som etim e, the sa int absorbed in 
meditation fell unconscious.
Akbar said "You should be blessed to have 
such a teacher. How does he sing so well?"
Tansen replied, "He does not sing for mere 
mortals like me. He sings for God. That is why 
his music is so good"
Akbar was happy that he had a chance to listen 
to such divine music later returned to Delhi.
Saint Haridas's compositions are sung even 
today at Vrindavan.
blurred, and his step faltered. The family ate 
together nightly at the dinner table. But the elderly 
grandfather's shaky hands and failing sight made 
eating rather difficult. Peas rolled off his spoon 
onto the floor. When he grasped the glass often 
milk spilled on the tablecloth. The son and 
daughter-in-law became irritated with the mess. 
"We must do something about grandfather," said 
the son. I've had enough of his spilled milk, noisy 
eating, and food on the floor. So the husband 
and wife set a small table in the corner. There, 
grandfather ate alone while the rest of the family 
enjoyed dinner at the dinner table. Since
grandfather had broken a dish or two, his food 
was served in a wooden bowl. Sometimes when 
the family glanced in grandfather's direction, he 
had a tear in his eye as he ate alone. Still, the 
only words the couple had for him were sharp 
admonitions when he dropped a fork or spilled 
food. The four-year-old watched it all in silence. 
One evening before supper, the father noticed 
his son playing with wood scraps on the floor. He 
asked the child sweetly, "What are you making?" 
Just as sweetly, the boy responded, "Oh, I am 
making a little bowl for you and mama to eat your 
food from when I grow up." The four-year-old 
sm.iled and went back to work. The words so 
struck the parents that they were speechless. 
Then tears started to stream down their cheeks. 
Though no word was spoken, both knew what 
must be done. That evening the husband took
grandfather's hand and gently led him back to 
the family table. For the remainder of his days 
he ate every meal with the family. And for some 
reason, neither husband nor wife seemed to care 
any longer when a fork was dropped, milk spilled, 
or the tablecloth soiled. Children are remarkably 
perceptive. Their eyes ever observe, their ears 
ever listen, and their minds ever process the 
messages they absorb. If they see us patiently 
provide a happy home atmosphere for family 
members, they will imitate that attitude for the 
rest of their lives. The wise parent realizes that 
every day that building blocks are being laid for 
the child's future.
Let us all be wise builders and role models. Take 
care of yourself,... and those you love,... today, 
and everyday I
5. ADonkey inthe Well...
One day a farmer's donkey fell down into 
a well. The animal cried piteously for hours as 
the farmer tried to figure out what to do. Finally 
he decided the animal was old, and the well 
needed to be covered up anyway; it just wasn't 
worth it to retrieve the donkey. He invited all his 
neighbors to come over and help him. They each 
grabbed a shovel and began to shovel dirt into 
the well.
At first, the donkey realized what was 
happening and cried horribly. Then, to everyone's 
amazement, he quieted down. Afew shovel loads 
later, the farmer looked down the well, and was 
astonished at what he saw.
As every shovel of dirt hit his back, the donkey 
did something amazing. He would shake it off 
and take a step up. As the farmer's neighbors 
continued to shovel dirt on top of the animal, he 
would shake it off and take a step up.
Pretty soon, everyone was amazed, as the 
donkey stepped up over the edge of the well and 
trotted off.
The M oral:
Life is going to shovel dirt on you, all kinds of 
dirt. The trick to getting out of the well is to shake 
it off and take a step up. Each of our troubles is a 
stepping stone. We can get out of the deepest 
wells just by not stopping, never giving up! Shake 
it off and take a step up!
Remember the five simple rules to be happy:
1. Free your heart from hatred.




6. Forgiving is greatness
Thomas Carlyle Is the author of the book 
The French Revolution'. Once, John Stuart Mill, 
the famous Philosopher and 
writer asked him, 'Would you 
kindly lend me the manuscript 
o f your work 'The French 
Revolution'. I would like to go 
through the first part of your 
work.* Carlyle readily gave him 
the manuscript.
A fte r some days Mill 
knocked at his door one night 
and entered the hall in a dazed 
condition, 'What is it M ill?' 
asked Carlyle.
My friend,' stammered
the philosopher gasping: 'I am...... I...am sorry,
your manuscript was swept away by the maid
and destroyed except for a few torn pages.'
Carlyle was stunned.
Gathering his wits, he slowly 
said, 'W hy do you keep 
standing? Pray sit down. Well, 
what has happened has 
happened. So, do not worry.'
Mill sat down with a sigh. He 
talked with his friend for hours, 
well past midnight thinking that 
he should console Carlyle. In 
the end Carlyle came closer to 
him and said 'Listen, my friend! 
Now do not think about it any 
more. Take it like this it is like 
the master asking a pupil who has written a bad 
essay to rewrite it to perfection.'
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7. The house we build
A n  elderly carpenter was ready to retire. 
He told his employer-contractor of his plans to 
leave the house-building business and live a more 
leisurely life with his wife enjoying his extended 
family. He would miss the paycheck, but he 
needed to retire. They could get by.
The contractor was sorry to see his good 
worker go and asked if he could build just one 
more house as a personal favor. The carpenter 
said yes, but in time it was easy to see that his 
heart was not in his work. He resorted to shoddy 
workmanship and used inferior materials. It was 
an unfortunate way to end his career.
When the carpenter finished his work and 
the builder came to inspect the house, the 
contractor handed the front-door key to the 
carpenter:
"This is your house," he said, "my gift to you."
What a shock! What a shame! If he had 
only known he was building his own house, he
would have done it all so differently. Now he had 
to live in the home he had built none too well.
So it is with us. We build our lives in a 
distracted way, reacting rather than acting, willing 
to put up less than the best. At important points 
we do not give the job our best effort. Then with 
a shock we look at the situation we have created 
and find that we are now living in the house we 
have built. If we had realized that we would have 
done it differently.
Think of our self as the carpenter. Think 
about our house. Each day we hammer a nail, 
place a board, or erect a wall. Build wisely. It is 
the only life we will ever build. Even if we live for 
only one day more, that day deserves to be lived 
graciously and with dignity. We built our life today. 
It is the result of our attitudes and the choices 
we have made in the past.
We can build the life we want. It will be the 
exact result of our attitudes and the choices we 
make today and tomorrow.
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8. Two frogs in trouble
Once a big fat frog and a lively little frog 
were hopping along together when they had the 
misfortune of jumping into a pail of fresh milk. 
They swam for hours and hours hoping to get 
out somehow; but the sides of the pail were steep 
and slippery and death seemed to be certain.
When the big frog was exhausted he lost 
courage. There seemed no hope of rescue. "Why 
keep struggling against the inevitable? I cannot 
swim any longer." He moaned. "Keep on! Keep 
on!" urged the little frog, who was still circling the 
pail. So they went on for a while. But the big frog 
decided it was no use. "Little brother, We may as 
well give up" he gasped. "I am going to quit 
struggling."
Now only the little frog was left. He thought to 
himself. "Well, to give up is to be dead, so I will 
keep swimming." Two more hours passed and 
the tiny legs of the determined little frog were 
almost paralysed with exhaustion. It seemed as
if he could not keep moving for another minute. 
But he thought of his dead friend, and repeated, 
"To give up is to be meat for someone's table, so 
I'll keep paddling on until I die - if death is to come 
- but I will not cease trying - while there is life, 
there is hope."
Intoxicated with determination, the little frog 
kept on swimming around and around the pail, 
chopping the milk into white waves. After a while, 
just as he felt completely numb and thought he 
was about to drown, he suddenly felt something 
solid under him. To his astonishment, he saw that 
he was resting on a lump of butter which he had 
churned by constant paddling! And so the 
successful little frog leaped out of the milk pail to 
freedom.
9. A Determined Mind
1 ‘ v L
digging until the channel connected his field to 
the river. He was stubbornly determined. He set 
to work.
It was time for his bath and his wife sent 
his daughter with oil.
'Father' said the girl, 'it is already late. 
Please use this oil and have your bath.' 'Go away' 
hg thundered, 'I have a lot of work to do now.'
Once upon a time, there was a drought in 
a certain part of a country. The farmers began to 
cut long channels to bring water to their fields. 
One farmer took a vow that he would not stop 
10 ,-------------------------------------------------------
It was mid-day and the farmer was still at 
work. He did not even think of bath. His wife came 
up and said 'Why have you not taken your bath? 
The food is getting cold. You always overdo 
everything. You can finish your work after lunch 
or even tomorrow.'
The farmer scolded her and ran at her with 
a spade in his hand crying 'what? Have you no 
sense? There is no rain. The crops are dying. 
What will our children eat? Without this water all 
of us will have to starve to death. I have taken a 
vow that I will not think of food or rest today before 
bringing the water to my field'. Such was the 
strong determination of the farmer.
The wife saw his state of mind and ran away 
in fear. After a whole day's back-breaking labour, 
the farmer managed to connect the fields to the 
river late in the evening. Then he sat down and 
watched the water flowing into the field with a 
murmuring sound. His mind was filled with peace 
and joy He was sure that he would now have a 
good crop.
He went home and called his wife and said 
to her, 'Now, give me some oil.' With a peaceful 
mind he finished his bath and meal. He retired 
to rest and slept peacefully. The determination 
he showed is an example of hard work done to 
achieve success.
Now there was another farmer who was 
also digging a channel to bring water to his field. 
His wife came to the field and said to him 'It is 
very late. Come home. It is not necessary to 
overdo things.' This farmer did not protest but 
put aside his spade and said to his wife, 'Well, I 
will go home since you ask me to.' That man 
never succeeded in irriga ting  his fie ld . 
Consequently his crop failed.
10. It filled the whole room
A wealthy businessman in Hong Kong had 
spent the best years of his life building up his 
mammoth textile business. One day, he was told 
that he was dying from an incurable disease. His 
immediate thought was of his business. Who 
would carry it on? And which of his three sons 
could he trust it to?
He called his three sons and gave them a 
10 cent coin each. To each he said, go into the 
market place and buy something that will fill this 
empty room. You must not spend anything more 
than 10 cents and you must be back before 
sunset."
When evening came, the first boy dragged
a bale of hay into the room. When he undid it, it 
hid two walls of the room. The old man gave a 
grunt of satisfaction. The second boy brought in 
two bags of cotton and when he undid them it 
covered the three walls.
"Excellent!" exclaimed the old man. Then 
he turned to the third boy, "what have you 
bought?"
"Father," he replied uncertainly. "Part of it 
went to feed a hungry child, and part 1 gave it the 
church. After I had done that I found that I had 
only one cent left. With that i bought this candle."
Saying that, he lit the tiny candle - the light 
from it filled the whole room I
(Source: www.ramakrishnamath.in, the website of Ramakrishna IMath, Ulsoor, Bangalore)
❖
Essay Save our mother Earth
Manjusha. U
Senior Research Fellow, DFD
Dear Friends ....
"There was a time when meadow, 
grove and stream,
The earth and every common sight 
To me did seem 
Apparell'd in celestiai light,
The glory and the freshness o f a dream.
It is not now as it had been o f yore;
Turn whereso'er I may.
By night or day the things which 
I have seen I now can see no more. "
(Ode - William Wordsworth)
I t  is well-known fact that we are at the 
threshold of the most humongous threat to our 
environment. It is imperative that we take as many 
steps as feasible to reverse this damage. As 
citizens of the planet and as Indians if we don't 
act, then who will?
I would like to share a few tips that I have 
begun to implement in my life. I urge you too, the 
reader, to follow these simple advices.
1. There is a cute small round press button at 
the bottom right corner of almost all monitors: 
Please make use of this, to save energy.
2. Stop printing out Harry Porter, Jeffrey 
Archer and other e-books. This is a classic 
example of paper wastage.
3. If you have forgotten to give double-side 
prints, make sure you make use of the empty 
sides as scribbling pads or fo r your kids' 
imposition
4. Take two minutes from your busy schedule 
before hurrying back home to shut down the 
computer.
5. All of us are big time Googlers. Have you 
heard of the Blackle search engine? Blackle 
(Google powered) is a search engine designed 
all in Rich Black so that your system consumes 
less power. So change your homepage.
6. Plastic bags these days indeed come in 
bright and flamboyant colours and tempt us to 
take them home with us. But the saying, 
"Appearances are deceptive" holds true for these 
plastic things too. Next time, hold back or go 
prepared to counter temptation with a cloth bag.
7. Roses, Jasmine, Hibiscus and Peas; All 
these saplings cost hardly between Rs 1 0 -2 0  
each. Can't we afford to plant these in and around 
our houses? Also, more importantly, caring and 
maintain them as they grow?
8. Try to segregate the different kinds of waste 
into bio-Degradable (fruit or vegetable waste), 
recyclable (waste paper, paper products) and 
electronics (floppy disks, CD-ROMS ). Once you 
have segregated your trash, look for specialized 
trash cans to throw them away.
9. Try to minimize the use of horns. Honking 
adds to the noise pollution and does not provide 
a conducive environment to live in.
10. Use rechargeable batteries though it's an 
expensive product, it's onV tim e purchase. 
Recharge when required. (Same applies to cell­
phones, MP3s, iPods and laptops)
11. The best pens to use would be ink ones. 
Though if you have to use a ball point pen, buy 
refills instead of buying new pens. Pencils are 
much better for rough use! (That's why we used 
it at school!!!)
12. Remember to close water taps before 
preening in front of the mirror. Of course you are 
beautiful, but Water is a precious resource!
13. Let's not just wake up and walk out of 
finished meetings and conferences with a sigh 
of relief, let us remember to turn off the lights 
and projectors too.
14. Take few minutes to learn about topics like 
'Global Warming' , 'air / noise / land / water 
pollution' etc apart from constant surfing of News, 
Latest Gadgets, Movies and Music.
Spread this message; to your friends and foes. 
They too can make a difference.
The Earth has already become a dangerous
place to live in for the animals and birds. Soon it 
might be our turn. So let's pledge to save our 
beautiful planet so that you and your future 
generations can live happily and peacefully ever 
after.
"This universe is the creation of Supreme Power 
meant for the benefit of all;
Individual species must therefore learn to enjoy 
its benefits by forming a part of the system in 
close relationship with other species;
let not the other species encroach upon the 
other's right."
Translated from the Isavasya Upanishad
"Only after the last tree has been cut down.
Only after the last river has been poisoned.
Only after the last fish has been caught.
Only then will you find that money cannot 
be eaten."
❖
C.O. Viswambharan, SSS, Hindi Section Sreejitha. J, Std. V, D/o. Ganga. U
Poem
Life with you - My Wife
Shyam S. Salim
Senior Scientist, SEETTD
Like a soft wind you came into my life 
You brolce into my comfortable delicate shell 
As if spell bound, how the days turned in to 
months
And how the month turned into years
I have no clue,its just like magic
In the aftermath of passion
Fulfilling the upsurge of emotions
Secure in the faithful commitment of marriage
We trod on our life for such long year
in the unlit path of life, with a lighted mind
We have come this far
Like the sparkle of sunshine enlightens the tiny 
drops
Embellishing each spectrum with rainbow hues 
You have enlightened my life 
In the ocean of life we had oared pretty far 
When the problems in life took the shape of 
whales
Storms and current were about to sink the ship
With your perseverance, support and
encouragement
Have brought the ship ashore
Hi, You should be a great wife after all.
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Myth Mythys & Mythology
Rekha J. Nair
Scientist (S G), MBD
M yths and mythology are as linked to 
human civilization as land and air. They are all 
human inventions; all castes, creed and regions 
have their own myths. Infact, these serve as 
threadlines for their existence giving them 
identities of their own. Life even in this superfast 
electronic age holds to certain myths. How much 
ever the civilization and scientific achievement 
grows man is not totally free from his myths and 
belief. They serve as holdfast in life -giving him 
inspiration and the push or urge to search for 
new ideas. Belief in these myths has forced man
to search for the truth or reason behind these 
myths and these have led to some exemplary 
discoveries. Whether to believe or not in these 
myths is a question of chance -reference to these 
exist in all ages of poetry; even cities are named 
after these mythological characters. Many places 
of worship are based on these characters -so 
they are here to stay!
Taking a glance across the world -the term 
"myth" is coined from the Greek word "mythos" 
which stands for "a spoken or written story".
Gods from mythology h) NEPTUNE - God of Sea
1. Greek Gods: i) APOLLO - God of Light
a) ZEUS - King of Gods -has his throne on j) JANUS - God of gates, openings
Mount Olympus. k) CYBELLE -Goddess of wild nature
b) HERA - Goddess of a woman's life and 3. Indian Gods:
marriage. a) BRAHMA - The creator
c) APHRODITE - Goddess of love b) VISHNU - The Preserver
d) APOLLO - God of law and order. c) SHIVA-The Destroyer
e) HERMES - God of travelers, sleep and d) INDRA - King of Gods
dreams. e) HANUMAN - Monkey God
f) ATHENA - Goddess of Wisdom 4. Chinese Gods:
g) HEPHAESTUS - God of Arts a) Nu Wa - The Supreme God
h) POSEIDON - God of Sea b) Shang Di -Heavenly ruler
2. Roman Gods: c) Yinglong - Dragon God of Rain
a) JUPITER- King of Gods 5. Japanese Gods:
b) MINERVA - Goddess of Wisdom, wife of a) AMAI hRASU - Sun Goddess
Jupiter b) SUSANOWA - Storm God
c) BACHUS - God of wine s) UZUME - Goddess of Laughter




CERES - Goddess of agriculture 
CUPID - God of Love 
MERCURY - Messenger of Gods
Be it any land, any religion, myths are 







To ONE CONSCIOUSNESS independent. 
Of compassion to infinite degree;
The existence of omnipresent,
L ife 's an incessant search,
In which life is forever free.
Desiring liberation from all.
For wisdom and joy; Pledged the aspirants toil;
Going to temple or church, Unaware of that divine call,
Theists' prayers deploy: Present in each grain of soil.
Atheists in their exuberance, With liberation as the goal,
Rejoice the plenitude! The life's final destination;
Pious seeking deliverance. Never seeing the eternal soul,
Dream heavenly latitude; Potently work in privation.
We are a step in evolution, Surrender then to the eternal need-
Seldom do we realize. And onenesses of divine seek:
That mental apparition, From neural world be forever freed.
From insentience doth rise. And from fear and desire of weak!
Further step do we need. For they that in all humility,
Transcending mind's limitations. Yield to that divine oneness;
For awareness to be freed. For them is the serendipity,
From neuro-somatic obligations. And discover eternal happiness.





You came into this world 
My lovely daughter
A white pink bundle with curly black hair 
I looked at helplessly and wondered 
How would I care for you 
You smell so sweet and vulnerable were you 
My bewildered eyes looking at your face
Your delicate lips blossomed into a 
mysterious smile
What did your smile say?l marveled
It said -I am a miracle
It said - 1 am a mystery
It said - 1 am your future
It said - 1 am your soul
It said - 1 am here to change your world
Watch out for the years to come
Yours was a sweet song to my ear
But people often obsess with themselves
You will be giver to your daughter
But ultimately who is the giver and who the taker
My eyes feel blessed at your innocent face
My lovely daughter
You are the light of my life
May you be alight to this world
Oh my precious gift from God.
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Fiction Oneness - the truth extolled 
by science and religion
S. Nandakumar Rao
Techinical Assistant, MBTD
T he  idea of oneness as the fundamental 
reality underlying the manifestation of multiplicity 
of the cosmos, integrating the interaction of its 
parts and keeping it together as one ensemble, 
is the most ancient one as far as religion is 
concerned and the 
most recent one with 
regard to science. In 
religion, it has been the 
search for GOD, the 
ONE REALITY beneath 
diverse manifestation,
THE ULTIMATE TRU­
TH, ONE CONSIO US- 
NESS, ADVAITA CON­
CEPT, etc. In science it 
is the search for the 
THEORY OF EVERY 
THING', THE UNIFIED 
FIELD THEORY, THE 
BOOTSTRAP PHILO­
SOPHY, THE HOLISTIC APPROACH' and 'THE 
SYSTEMS APPROACH'. Simply nurturing the 
idea of the reality of oneness is a soothing 
experience, an ever caring compassionate 
benevolent being working in each and every 
component which it is, and evolving in it to a 
consummate expression of its own oneness.
R eligious philosophy holds that the 
multiplicity of forms called the world (whether it 
is real world or dream world etc.) is a mental 
creation (of universal mind) which but dissolves 
into non-existence as it encounters the 
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ONENESS of CONSCIOUSNESS. This cons­
ciousness or God encompasses, pervades and 
embraces all as itself in beautiful divine love and 
compassion. Searching for such implicit or explicit 
expressions, of oneness of that unique divine
being in our exper-ie- 
nces, is a beautiful adv­
enture, adding a new 
dimension and outlook 
of experiencing life 
around. Contemplation 
on oneness soothes off 
discords, opposites and 
differences and unites 
all in co-operation, 
peace and harmony, as 
a single power, where 
individuality is like a 
flower in the garland, 
working to beatify and 
strengthen it. In religion, 
the differences between individual and the divine 
is that the individual identifies himself as a single 
body, single expression, single flower of the 
garland different from other flowers as well as 
the garland that is the divine itself, while the divine 
sees itself as the garland in oneness, in which 
the individual flower is nothing other than itself. 
Thus viewing the garland as one single garland 
and not as separate flowers, the entire beauty of 
expression of oneness, in the garland is 
experienced as d ivine bliss or supreme 
contentment, which is the ultimate goal of life, 
set by the religion.
In science, the concept of oneness is the 
culmination of an incessant search for the ultimate 
real substance from which all these things have 
sprung. Science is thus comprised of a symphony 
of laws, relationships and theories that explain 
how the different parts taken from the whole 
interact with each other to contribute to the 
integrated functioning of the whole, whether it is 
the atoms and molecules in a chemical system, 
cells and organelles in the biological system, the 
stars and nebulae of a galaxy in cosmology or 
elementary particle systems in physics. In the 
bootstrap philosophy of modern physics, all laws 
of physics follow from the requirement of overall 
self consistency. All phenomena in the universe 
are uniquely determ ined by mutual se lf 
consistency, where each law is derived from the 
requirement of self consistency with all the other 
laws of the whole physical framework, each of 
them in turn, being derived from the rest in the 
same way. The laws just fit into one another like
a cross word puzzle to determine the pattern of 
interactions of the entire cosmos. This then may 
be the final wholeness, unified theory of 
everything, the oneness as defined for the 
scientific methodology, the ultimate goal of 
science.
To conclude, coming back to our day to day 
life, contemplation on oneness as the reality, 
seeking oneness and surrendering to the 
oneness in all, creates a deep joy, love, 
satisfaction and eases off all discomforts. Even 
in a social gathering, it is our experience that if 
we create a feeling of oneness even for a short 
while, all present in the gathering enjoys instant 
bliss and comfort. Hence, oneness should be 
considered as the divine quality that should be 
promulgated and practiced as the most innate 
nature of our Self. May this world bloom, prosper 
and unite in oneness of consciousness, the Self.
❖
..rlil'i'in.iKiil
endless PPOCESS cf SCienCE..
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Travelogue
From Marine drive to Mountain drives: 
A maiden voyage traversing tfie sky
C. S. Sasidharan
Senior Techinical Assistant, TC
It was a pleasant morning. I woke up a little 
early even after an interm ittent disturbed 
sleepless night. I was in an undefined state of 
excitement and free of tension as all confusions 
on the LTC tour to Sikkim had been clarified and 
the authorities had shown green signal to proceed 
with the tour. Accordingly, all arrangements; 
booking of air tickets, accommodation and 
transport were finalized and I waited for the 
day
Cochin International Airport is about an 
hour journ-ey from my residence by road. Our 
team members were reaching one by one and 
joined the group. Most of them were thrilled to 
have their maiden flight experience. The bag­
gage verifica tion  and the usual check in 
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procedures were over without many hassles. The 
flight was delayed by an hour .We all entered 
the flight by 10.15 hrs with throbbing hearts. The 
Air Hostess and the Flight Captain greeted us 
warmly and the Air Hostess helped us to settle 
down in our seats. This was followed by the flight 
safety announcements demonstrated by the Air 
Hostess. I felt a gentle shake when the aeroplane 
moved slowly on the ground. It took a turn and 
reached the main runway. The captain wished 
all a nice journey and announced 
that we were taking off. Then the 
speed of the air craft doubled, 
tripled and finally reached to the 
maximum and I peeped through the 
window and saw the side wind 
slowly rising.
I looked down-war-ds. The 
buildings, hills and trees were 
gradually dim inis-hing from my 
eyes. The roads were just a line 
only. I could see the Periyar river 
as a small ribbon which was 
glittering in the sun light. Then I felt 
that the aircraft was standing still in the sky The 
clouds in the vast and clear blue sky were slowly 
movi -ng across. It was as if saying that our 
dreams rose up to the sky. I felt my ears getting 
pain as the plane took off to further altitude. We 
were at a height of more than 20,000 ft. as was
told by the Captain and the air pressure caused 
the ear ache.
The breakfast, vegetarian and non­
vegetarian, was served in the seat. The Air 
hostess was carefully doing her job. The captain 
announced that we have reached Mumbai and 
in a short time would be landing, followed by the 
landing instructions. Then the plane was slowly 
descending. I could see the contour lines, 
buildings and trees and the oceanic blue of 
Arabian Sea. I felt a severe jerk when the plane 
touched the runway and it moved very fast and 
then slowed gradually and finally stopped. All the 
Mumbai passengers got down and others 
remained for the stop over. Within half an hour, 
the plane was full with the passengers for Delhi. 
After half an hour, the lunch was served. Felt nice, 
especially the way of the flight steward's serving 
style and polite manners. Everybody was 
enjoying the delicacies. Actually the flight crews 
were disappointed to hear about their employer's 
decision of reducing the staff strength and were 
anxiously waiting for their fate. They were frantic 
even in their smiling faces. When the plane flew 
high I felt the same problem in my ear. I was 
feeling dozy, and the same announcement 
reminding to fasten seat belt woke me up. We 
were to land . The sight of Delhi was really 
marvelous and enthralling. The buildings in both 
sides of the river Yamuna were found to be small 
soap boxes. The landing was so smooth that we 
did not experience any sort of disturbance The 
plane landed safely at the Indira Gandhi 
International Airport, Delhi by 16.15. Checked 
out and cleared the baggage's and proceeded 
the hotel at Karolbagh. Delhi was under threat of 
terrorists and the hotel staff discouraged our late 
night stroll. The climate was very cold and had 
a sound sleep over night.
The next day by 7.00 hrs we proceeded to 
the Airport. Such clean and broad roads had 
started filling with roaring school buses, military 
trucks, auto rickshaws and the vehicles plying 
towards Airport. Both sides of the roads were 
occupied with Government Offices having vast 
court yards with plenty of plants and trees. We 
reached Airport by 8.15 hrs. The usual security 
and baggage checking's were over and waited 
in the lounge for the flight's announcement. Got 
inside the Delhi-Bagdogra flight by lO.OOhrs and 
the flight took off by 10.40 hrs. Had a delicious 
breakfsat in the flight and after 2 hours the flight 
landed in Bagdogra Airport quite safely. It was 
realtively a small Airport. We checked out without 
any problem and after collecting our baggage we 
came o u t.
So many taxis, pick up vans, and AC Coach 
trekkers were waiting outside expecting a trip. 
We felt a cool atmosphere even though the sun 
above us was burning. The surrounding hills were 
found to be nearer. Bagdogra was a small town 
situated in West Bengal. It was the nearest airport 
to the state of Sikkim. We began our hilarious 
journey by road in an air conditioned trekker. The 
roads were clumsy with cow dung and garbage's 
in both sides. Lot o f fu rn itu re  shops 
manufacturing mainly wooden cots by some 
locally available soft woods were seen all along. 
On the way 1 could see the campus of West 
Bengal University. After an hour journey the 
topography changed and the road was found 
uneven, rocky, lousy and narrow. The trekkerwas 
steadying through forest covering countless hair 
pin curves and lobes and slowly moving to higher 
altitude. The eye catching surroundings really 
enthralled us. We could see very few people 
along the way. Small houses built with wood were 
seen in the subsiding hills. We came across a 
long bridge above some part of the Tista River.
The sides of the river were deposited with ores 
of aluminum and bauxite. The water seemed 
to be somewhat grayish. The trekker stopped 
at a place called Kheilkhole for tea . After 4 
hours journey we reached Sikim border, 
Rangposikkim. It took half an hour to have the 
normal checking by the security force. 
Suddenly the sun dropped and it was dark. We 
reached at Uttah and were shifted to Omni Cab 
as the roads were very steep, curvy and 
narrow. Reached top of the Gangtok town, 
the capital of Sikkim after a tiresome journey 
by the car and checked in a hotel.
Sikkim, the 22nd state of India came into 
existence In the year 1975. This jewel like 
mountain state of ethereal beauty nestles in the 
heart of Himalayas, having varied elevation 
ranging from 300 to 8540 meters. Sikkim's capital 
Gangtok is cradled in manifold splendors of 
nature deep within the snow clad of Himalayas. 
It is a place wrapped in mists and clouds with an 
incredible variety of Rhododendrons and a host 
of other flowers. Mr.Shranti Bhandari, the Hotel 
Manager gave me a brief description of the 
inhabitants of the state. Lepchas are the originals 
who still maintain the traditional ways of living. 
The other ethnic groups are, Nepalis and Bhutias. 
The Bhutias comprise Sikimese Bhutia and 
Bhutia from Bhutan and Tibet. The Sherpas are 
a marginal ethnic group of the state. The Nepalis 
are the dominant ethnic group in the state. The 
major part of the year, the climate will be cold 
and humid as rainfall occurs in every month. Fog 
is a common feature in the entire state from May 
to September, The mean temperature in the lower 
altitudinal zone varies from 1.5 degree to 9.5 
degree centigrade. Biting cold is experienced in 
high altitude places in the winter months and 
snowfall is also not uncommon during this period..
The next day we started to Baba Mandhir,
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west of Nath ula Pass, the border of Tibet. Baba 
Harbhajan's Shrine is situated at an altitude of 
about 13,400ft .This shrine was built in memory 
of Sipoy Harbhajan Singh, who drowned in a fast 
flowing stream and went missing. Five days later 
he appeared in the dream of his comrade 
pinpointing where his body lay under a heap of 
snow. In the dream Harbhajan expressed a desire 
to have a shrine built in his memory. Later, when 
the snow had melted, Harbhajan's body was 
found exactly where he had indicated. To respect 
his wishes a modest shrine was erected. Later 
all individual memorials. Epitaphs of Martyrs, had 
been shifted here to locate them in one place. 
So many people visit this place and worship as a 
token of their love for the mother country.
We did not spend much time there due to 
the cold climate. The temperature was very low 
and severe cold wind was blowing all the time. 
While returning the traffic was suspended for 
some time due to the rock felling on the road. 
Major portion is covered by precambrian rock and 
is much younger in age which denudes very 
easily. The Indian military posted in this region 
immediately sort out the problem. We had a halt 
to see the serene beauty of the lake 'Songo'.The 
water was crystal clear. So many yachts were
seen in this place and the Sherpas decorate the 
animal and keep ready for a ride. The visitors 
can pay and take photographs sitting on the 
animal. We returned to the hotel and stayed.
The next day, after breakfast we started to 
Pelling, the South Eastern portion of Sikkim. On 
the way we could see paddy fields on each side 
of the valleys. We covered places like.Tadong, 
Daragon.Ranipool, Niritar.Maitam, Singtam, 
Ralbong, Kewsing, Legship and Gaishinm and 
finally reached Pelling after six hours journey. 
There are two portions of Pelling; Lower Pelling 
and Upper Pelling. We stayed in Upper Pelling 
from where we could see the Mount Kang- 
chendzonga (8598 m), the third highest peak in 
the world.The high serrated, snow capped spurs 
and peaks of the mountain looked very attractive. 
A number of glaciers descends from eastern 
slope of Kangchendzonga into Sikkim and the 
biggest of them forms the main river Teesta.
We visited the famous Budhist monastery 
'Sangchem Pem ayangtse.'The seeds of 
Budhism were sown by Guru Rinpoche, who 
happened to pass this lovely state once called 
as" Indrakil', the garden of Indra. It is situated in 
a very calm and salubrious location. A few young 
saints were preaching in the monastery and 
showed us the very ancient religious scriptures 
inside the tomb. We felt the atmosphere could 
provide a positive energy in our bodies. Our next 
point of visit was the Nature Interpretation Centre, 
at Rabdentse., which was the capital of old 
Sikkim. There we visited the old ruins of the 
palace. While returning it was seen lot of people 
especially small children were enjoing the bathe 
under smallwater falls at Rimpi and Khechumperi. 
We also made a visit to the rock garden and the 
holy lake.
From Pelling we proceed to Darjeeling, the
Queen of Hills, a famous tourist spot and honey 
moon point in India. The road diverted from 
Rambi check post to Darjeeling. On the way we 
could see the Rankit Power Grid at Jorethang. 
After 4 hours journey we reached Darjeeling and 
stayed. Next day early morning we visited Tiger 
Hills and witnessed the spectacular sun rise over 
the Kanchengdongsa Mountains. It was one of 
an unforgettable sight which I ever had in my 
life. It was as if seeing the rhythmic shading on 
the mountain top with golden colour paint. People 
from all over the world visit this place to catch 
hold of the celestial beauty of the nature. We paid 
a visit to the Himalayan Mountaineering Institute 
where old and new equipments used for climbing 
the mountain were exhibited. We could see many 
photographs depicting the history of Indian 
m ountaineering. V isited Padmaja Naidu 
Himalayan Zoological Park and saw Himalayan 
Pandas and some rare species of squirrels etc.
Our next destination was Kalempong. On 
the way haulted at Mingpoo where we had 
trekking in Tista River. It was an adventurous 
and novel experience as was told by the 
participants. There was an ancient Budhist 
Monastery at the suburbs of Kalempong which 
was situated in a superb location with a beautiful 
garden having lot of orchids and plants. A few 
foreigners stayed there to learn budhist ideology 
and culture.
Next day morning we returned to Bagdogra 
Airport after completing our 7 days visit' in Sikkim. 
On the way back every body shared the opinion 
that Sikkim is a peaceful , serene state that is 
increasingly getting popular due to its scenic 
beauty and biodiversity accompanied by lakes, 
rivers, springs, flora and fauna.
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Long ago, one of my friends told me 
casually that she prays every day that she should 
grow more beautiful within. Being a pretty girl 
herself it took me a few seconds to realize the 
full impact of what she was trying to convey me.
The real truth behind that very simple prayer 
made me think of all the beautiful people who 
made a difference in my life. - People whose 
untiring perseverance, selfless devotion, faith, 
commitment to the task they have undertaken 
above all, the ceaseless striving towards 
perfection made me feel so inadequate in their 
presence. The happiness they derive by making 
other lives a joyful existence is something so 
sublime, a quiet attitude of incomparable beauty 
permeating through their thoughts and getting 
reflected in deeds.
I think that I am singularly fortunate in 
meeting and interacting with quite a few of them. 
Some of their anonymity surpassed all my 
understanding related to human beings in 
general. The innate force that drives them to 
navigate unknown territories to serve the poor 
and needy even in dangerous situations is 
something more than altruism. We have known 
incredible sacrifices being made by parents for 
their own progeny, or those between brothers, 
sisters, relatives or friends. All those people are 
extremely beautiful to me. It brings to my mind 
something I read in my college days in a Russian 
magazine wherein a 16 year old boy records with 
so much pride that the weather beaten, old and 
wrinkled hands which bore the travails of hard 
work, are the most beautiful and pretty hands in 
the whole world. Those two frail hands which had 
no semblance to beauty to a connoisseur of art 
not even as normal were precious to his young 
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mind. Those were the two hands which provided 
protection to his brothers from cold and hunger 
and above all the source of solace, affection, 
understanding, comfort and strength very much 
vital in childhood and adolescent days. I still 
remember this article in its essence even after 
so many years.
Another interesting event of my childhood 
goes like this. Mediocrity as such will not be 
entertained in my family in executing any type of 
work you do, whether it is studies, cleaning your 
courtyard or washing etc. Render the job in the 
best possible manner was the unwritten law to 
be abided by everyone. This highly infectious 
characteristic knowingly or unknowingly I have 
passed on to my girls also in an unadulterated 
manner. As a child I was privately tutored at home 
and went to school directly to 4th Standard. My 
village is God's own village surrounded with hills, 
meandering streams, trees and flowers. One day 
I enraged my loving mother to such an extant by 
playing in the stream for the greater part of the 
day and neglecting my studies that she had to 
hit me once on my leg with two coconut ribs held 
together. This incident tormented my mother like 
anything because she was a frail little lady who 
was very calm, affectionate and caring always. I 
heard her complaining to father of what she had 
done to her youngest child when I woke up 
accidentally in the middle of sleep and mother 
was on the verge of tears for beating a good child 
like me. Father tried to console her and at the 
end he told to remember what is written in the 
Bible about bringing up children. These words 
comforted her a great deal. My father incidentally 
was a great Evangelist, orator, schoolmaster, 
farmer, carpenter, all rolled into one but he loved
I
God more than anything else in the world. 1 
opened my eyes to the world to see books in the 
form of Bibles, Bible dictionaries, theological 
works; story books, magazines etc., above all 
books of speeches written and bounded by father. 
Food should be served to anyone who happens 
to come home was another law which often made 
my mother get into great difficulties and I could 
realize that only I grew up. On and off I used to 
hear that she was not hungry and the real 
meaning of it was she was tired to start cooking 
all over again with firewood. But she remained 
happy always and quiet and too willing to carry 
out what is good for the family and father. I knew 
the joy of giving than receiving from them. My 
parents were very beautiful but the most beautiful 
person who made my life in terms of true blessing 
is my mother through her words, thoughts and 
deeds. I lost them nearly three decades ago but 
still whenever I look up the sky and if I happen to 
see two cum ulus c louds toge the r, my
imaginations runs wild and I feel that they are up 
there looking for me. But as it is given in the song 
from Sound of Music...., 'how to catch a cloud 
and pin it down...; how to hold a moon beam in 
your hand...; how to keep a wave upon the 
sand...'
If 1 try to relate the tales of beautiful people 
about whom I have read or those who enriched 
my life in one way or the other it will be a very 
long history. It will be a never ending supplication 
for me too like my friend about whom I wrote in 
the beginning. It is a constant endeavour and 
something which I always cherish and value. As 
I conclude this I can hear my only grand child 
Andrea, who is just four years old, singing in her 
sweet little voice, 'So Great is the world in which 
we live,
gain
There is so much to give and so much to
Fun & learn... fun & learn... fun & learn...
❖
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Fiction
IT taxes really- Of 
WINDOWS and GATES
J.Jayasankar
S en ior Scientist, FRAD
It was yet another sun soaked morning at 
CFMRI. As the clock was yet to show 0930, there 
was a steady inward trickle of staff. Some unusual 
commotion was palpable around the corridor of 
the first floor. It was Dr Ram Rahim and his team 
bustling with energy and activism. "Just try to 
make to it. It is at 3:30 afternoon... Okay" some 
pause "Sir, how come people like you remain 
aloof. It is after all your club. Show some mercy"... 
in a mellowed voice. Suddenly another flutter 
"Enna sir, Kuchh to deejiyenaa... It should be a 
qua lity  contribu tion. Infota inm ent, I mean". 
Parajay looked puzzled, "Okay Ramji, I'll try. May 
be a short essay on computer software will do .. 
Before Dr Ram could react, a polite but stern 
voice from behind, "It must be a story, poem or 
painting/ sketch, Malayalam, Tamil, Hindi all are 
accepted, but short story...". Parajay was more 
perplexed "E rr... Story. Well that needs creativity. 
Probably I can't google for stories easily...". Dr 
Ram intervened, "Paramanadanji, why thrust 
ideas and cond itions, leave it to them ...". 
Paramanadan left without protest but a murmur 
was audible "Computer... Essay... Pity those 
who accidentally take up Surangam 2009 for a 
jaunt...". Slowly the tramples waned and so did 
the commotion.
After about five minutes Parajay got a call. 
It was Dr Shyamendran. "Hello sir, how are you?". 
Parajay replied in a surprised tone, "Arre Dr sahib, 
when did you land from Kyoto? Surprising. Hope 
things went on well"
"Yeah, I had a thicker brush with a couple 
of scientific communicators from Ulan Bator. They 
were re a lly  resou rce fu l, pos itive  in there
approach..."
"Wait a minute... Ulan Bator... Scientific 
Communicators... I need an atlas as well as a 
dictionary..."
"Easy sir. They w ere from  M angolia, 
basically Biometricians but seasoned in ICT. 
Harvard trained"
"Oh I see. Were they comfortable with your 
English or you had the same experience which 
you narrated when you v is ited  Okasa last 
month?"
"N o ... No.. They w ere p ro fess io na l 
communicators. Very strong in their philology..."
"Philology... I must consult the dictionary 
again. By the way the m eet was on Marine 
Ecosystems... How come Mangolia figured in 
that?"
"I was also a bit confused. But to my 
surprise they have charted a twenty year plan to 
protect the ecosystem off Maldives"
"But who will save Maldives?"
"T ha t is a d iffe re n t s tory. But th e ir 
presentation was very good and their technical 
reason ing  was qu ite  co m pe lling  and the 
economic evaluation was unblemished..."
"Is it?"
RRRRRRRRRRRRRR
"I th ink you are getting a call on your 
mobile... Go ahead"
"Okay Parajayji, I'll try to meet you and 
discuss. Now I have to answer my boss's call"
come to P ara jay was a bulky file  w ith  an 
emergency tag. Having noticed it for the first time 
he sifted through the papers. It was pertaining to 
comprehensive security of CFMRI IT resources. 
An IT audit had been in progress and some 
fo llow -up was w arranted. As always some 
technical inputs were to be given afresh and 
hence he reached out
"M adam ... Is Jameesh available in the 
computer centre"
"Just a minute s ir... Yes sir he is available... 
Err Good morning sir.."
W hile getting annoyed by the jum bled 
sequence of sentences, Parajay replaced the 
receiver after requesting Jameesh to come to his 
room. In a couple of moments Jameesh was in 
Room # 1115, not before his aristocratically 
curved sandals screeched to a halt.
"Yes sir"
"Please take your seat. Just look at this 
noting... What can be the best suggestion?"
"With just a week left for the audit report to 
be subm itted, we should take stock o f the 
progress sir. In my opinion some more physical 
work is remaining..."
"Shall we contact the ...."
GRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 
TING TONG
"Sir I think there is an announcement"





"But why it has died out?"
"I'll check it up with the next room" after a
"G rea t, we should make to it. But what is 
wrong with the announcing mechanism, why did 
it peter off?"
"May be it warrants a gentle reminder to 
the Devastate cell, sir"
"Yeah. Continuing with the file... What can 
be the best assessm en t o f the aud iting  
performance?"
"Upon contacting they said that 95% of the 
job is over.."
"Good, only vestiges remaining... great 
going..."
"Yes s ir only 30 m achines and a few 
kilometres of network remaining..."
"Are you kidding? Few kilometres... How 
this could work out to 95%"
"Probably 95% left over, ha haa"
"Good joke, Should inform administration. 
Come on let's go"
While Parajay was just swivelling out, the 
phone rang.
"Hello, Oh madam, ...."
"Please tell"
"Which circular? That too from Dr ERV, 
cannot afford to miss it"
II M
"Only last fortnight I had dispatched the 
Hazardweep report. Let me check..."
II  II
"Is it? Today is ... June 30th... Yes. Give 
me some time to achieve this..."
I I II
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madam... Please one more thing... Mail me the 
previous information sent.... Oh, thank you so 
much... Jameesh , just a minute"
The lift which doesn't stop in the floor where 
#1115 is located was engaged after crossing a 
fleet of 25 stairs against gravity.
Jameesh was full of requests to be made 
to the official. The lift van moved with the time 
gnawed "Major... Major..." song. Aghast with 
some exhaustion Parajay straightened his arms.
"Sir, beware... Don't touch the mirror or lean 
against the bar..."
"Thanks for reminding me"
When they set out a batch of RSFs were 
ready to get in. A couple of morning wishes and 
chuckles later, Parajay asked "W hat's up ? 
Anything brewing?"
Jameesh stoically responded- "They are 
seeking administrative permission to celebrate 
a get together"
"Great. Any idea as to where the intend to 
have it?"
"Heard as Gammon..."
"Should have had it closer to MSL"
Suddenly an interruption popped en route.
"One minute sir..."
Jameesh ushered towards the Rokadia. 
Parajay quizzed through a facial expression.
"Sir, you have to deposit Rs 61 towards 
settling the advance", Rokadia meant business.
"But I had deposited the balance Rs 150, 
which I owed after com bining the brace o f 
advances"
"M y dea r sir, advances are not 
mathematically pliable. You took two advances, 
in one office has to pay you Rs 61/- and for the 
other office has to receive Rs 211/-, Both cannot 
be combined"
"Please accept it now, then", said Parajay 
reaching for his wallet. But as usual he was 
agonisingly short of the target. Jameesh offered 
a 50 rupees note after giving out an impregnated 
look. The cashier counted the notes in a jiffy and 
asked Parajay to collect the receipt the next day.
When they were moving after heaving a 
huge sigh, a familiar voice greeted them from 
the neighbourhood. Before Parajay could wonder 
his feat of reaching the officia l's chamber in 
record time, the voice continued ...
"We had typed a huge reply to the CAIR. 
But when we were reviewing the 67th page there 
was error warning that the network connection 
or drive could not be accessed. When I clicked 
cancel, I was left with just a zero byte file. All my 
efforts have gone to dogs. The computer guy told 
that all these were because of the notorious 
Provirus which your Cell has supplied. Please 
recover my lost file..."
"Did you use pen drive and typed directly 
onto it?", Parajay asked timidly, with a perplexed 
facade.
"Yes. The floppy drives are not dependable, 
CD's are wastage of stationery and 1 have been 
using USB d rive  s ince  2007. Th is  never 
happened to me."-Pat came the reply.
Jameesh tried to extinguish the verbal duel, 
"Now-a-days a new virus attacking the boot part 
of the USB drive has been wrecking havoc. I'll 
try recover your file using "Recuva""
Parajay added,"The autorun utility of pen 
drives should be disabled. Try to explore instead 
of accessing files by double clicking"
The aggrieved quipped,"These are for 
people like you who are wedded to machines. 
We need our system working and up. All the 
functionalities and tips why don't you apply to all 
the machines. We can't do away with flash drives"
Parajay calmly asked,"Sir as you are in a
seat which deals with the procurement and supply 
of machines, can you provide me with the exact 
figure of the computers here?"
"That is a bit difficult. But you can proceed 
room -w ise  and in s ta ll the fe a tu re s  you 
mentioned"
"Six floors , 25 rooms per floor.. Even a 
rough calcu la tion ind ica tes more than 200 
machines. All this would be impossible to perform 
for an individual"
"But you are a team of five. It should not 
be so challenging..."
Before Jameesh could chuckle, Parajay 
murmered,"We shall try... If only God had been 
more benevolent..."
Jam eesh po in ted  to h is w atch and 
reminded the purpose of their journey to the fifth 
floor. The next fifteen minutes were spent with 
the official discussing the nitty gritties of the IT 
audit, the possible problems and follow-ups 
thereof. Though punctuated by innumerable calls, 
the discussion was fru itfu l and a couple of 
practical steps were worked out. While both of 
them were approaching the door of the chamber, 
Parajay's mobile whirred.
"Hello, Nooruddinji, pi tell..."
"Is it? When did the call come?"
"Half an hour back. What did you say? The 
demonstration is at 200 pm today? From NSAC 
complex. Okay. Please arrange for the remote. 
AAA cells are available naa?"
"Is it? We don't even have AA cells? Why 
don't you check up with our Shores department?"
"Oh no. Then we may have to try our luck
elsewhere. Okay thank you"
Jameesh was getting restive. With lunch 
time approaching and the lifts getting clogged, 
both of them took the stair case root.
Sitting before the PC with a semi opened 
tiffin box Parajay noticed two Google notifications 
and a Skype attention warning. Kushwaha from 
JhansI, Dhandapani from Hyderabad and Aditya 
from Delhi have tried and failed an hour back. A 
mere activation o f the mouse lit up the chat 
window...
K:"Parajayji, I have done curve fitting using 
PSS package. Quadratic is more significant than 
linear. Any tips"
P:"Do you mean R square was more in 
quadratic than linear?"
K:" Yes. But I fee l a b it jitte ry  about 
quadratic. Isn't linear better"
P; "Sir quadratic is still linear only.."
Befor K could respond, Dhandapani (D) 
came alive.
D:"Firefox shows garbled page when an 
ASP is run, whereas IE does not, any tips?"
P:"Something to do with the script header.. 
Did you use VBS ot JS
D:"ltwas JS, and the usual script tag only..."
P: "Can you attach the code and h tm l, let 
me try"
GRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
The speakers broadcasted a repeat of the 
morning's announcement. As usual message was 
not aud ib le  in s ide  the room  w hereas the 
preceding beep was touching 120 decibels. A 
rem inder about the 3:00 o 'clock function in 
connection with Spring school.
While Parajay turned his attention towards 
the second h a lf of his tiffin box, Aditya's chat 
prompted a beep.
A: "When we go for PCA how to decide as 
to whether it should be exploratory or diagnosis 
based?"
P :" Probably the state of data would help 
you. If you clearly have idea about the major 
causal factors and their interdependence then 
probably PCs would indicate the best combination 
whereby you can rate the importance of original 
variables. Hence diagnostic PCA"
A: " if  we do the  sam e w ith o u t p rio r 
information on relationship, then it becomes 
exploratory, right?"
P;" I think so. By the way which software 
are you using?"
A: "SAS of course. I can't settle for anything less"
P: "What do you mean by "less", you mean 
cost?"
A: "No kidding pi. I meant its reputation"
P: "You mean to say that the mean and 
variance of data sets will be different when you 
use other software and SAS will produce the best 
result. Is it?"
A: "Not that. International journals want the 
analysis to be done through SAS"
P: "Ok"
That "Ok" effectively shut the channel, by 
which time Parajay was through his lunch. After 
a mini cleaning and mopping operation, he 
browsed some news portal. When he was about 
to click an interesting hyperlink, a gentle knock 
at the door was heard and in cru ised  Dr 
Shyamendran.
"Had lunch, Parajayji?"
"Yes, just now. Nice meeting you after a 
long gap"
"Yes. Tim e flie s  fa s te r than w hat we 
estimate.....
After a couple of minutes of narration which 
was a near repeat of the morning conversation 
over phone, Shyamendran came in his own usual 
self.
"Achchha, Parajayjee, What is your overall 
assessment of tropical fish stock assessment"
"You mean the methodology or efficacy...", 
Parajay was in his usual sheepish self.
"No, I m eant all put together. Are the 
classical models and theories valid around our 
sub continent? How do they account for the stock 
resilience exhibited by a few pelagic species?"
"Probably the answer is a part yes and a 
part no. Yes, because of their basis on the growth 
phenomenon which definitely have log and lag 
phases for any liv in g  being. No, because of the 
in ten A /o v en  nature of the resources and the lack 
of clarity on the Unit Stock assumption"
"But stock has been conclusively defined 
in our literature, especially the ones in Sparre and 
Venema."
"But sir, the definitions are more dynamic 
than the stocks them selves. C erta in o ther 
concepts like flux, em igration, semi discrete 
group etc have got a bigger say now"
"I see. But what precisely should be our 
analytical approach while studying our waters?"
"Certainly the million dollar question. As 
different approaches give different results, at 
times quite divergent, hence it is preferable to 
tre a t the  pa ram e te rs  h ith e rto  cons ide red  
stationary as varying and assume them as a part 
of a different distribution and study them"
"You mean Bayesian approach?"
"Exactly, great work!"
"How can I miss that ? I am hearing the 
same in the past three SRCs and you had been 
consistently confusing in all your three attempts"
"A sort of a hat-trick. But the concepts are
least difficult to promote, whereas the analysis is 
less difficult and the interpretation and the final 
binge is the most difficult part"
"But you had proposed to come out with a 
Decision System."
"A decision which I am ruing till date..."
"Well, I want to explain the concept of B-H 
yield per recruit model to the local fishermen, any 
take on that..."
"Only a genius like you can have such 
ideological genesis. But precisely placing, that 
job is next only to what Bhageerata did"
"If you can break up the concept and steps 
into sm aller bits, I can transla te  them into 
communicable language"
"That is right...."
Dialogue got interrupted by a call from 
Nooruddin.
"Yes Noor bhai"
"Is it already 2:15! I am coming over there 
just now"
C ustom ary handshake  w ith  Dr 
Shyamendran followed by travel against gravity 
landed Parajay in room # 5502. Jameesh and 
Nooruddin were perched on two swivelling chairs 
and were smiling at there own images flashed in 
the plasma screen.
Jameesh started, "There was a call from 
Jaminder Singh from NSAC complex. They'll call 
anytime now... I think the call has come"
P lasm a:" Is it CFMRI?"
Parajay: 'Yes sir, this is CFMRI"
P :" Is it CFMRI?"
Py: "yes, please go ahead"
P :" Is it CFMRI?"
Py: "we are able to see you. Please go 
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ahead"
P :" Is it CFMRI?"
Jameesh intervened, "I think he has lost 
the audio, sir. Let us disconnect and redial"
A brief lull was followed by a dialling noise 
and subsequently the voice o f Jam inder was 
booming
"Good afternoon sir, Kya aap sun paarahe 
hain?"
Py:"yes sir. I am able to hear you"
Jaminder: But why don't you come before 
the camera?"
Py: We are very much before it. Please 
switch on your near camera sir. We would like 
watch you and your team performing."
Jaminder: "Here the camera is on? That 
means now you are not getting the video this time. 
Isn't it?"
Py: "My goodness. What to do now?"
Jam inder: "Check your BRI lines, here 
everything is perfect"
Py: "Here all but one lines are up"
Jaminder: "That is the problem, rectify the
rrrrrrr"
Py: "Now everything has gone. Jameeshji 
just call him over mobile"
Jam eesh d ia lled  and passed on the 
handset to Parajay.
"Hello Jaminder jee kya hogayaa?"
"What your ISDN had been disconnected 
for nono-payment of charges! Then what next?"
"Okay you mail me when things are up,
bye"
Nooruddin pointed towards the clock upon
which Pa raj ay jumped and started leaving.
Jameesh was grinning.
Nooruddin:- "W hat a kind o f a person. 
Running as if participating in a race"
"Not that. It is 3:00 pm now. Kadi is on its 
way. Hence is running."
"I was told in the mess that it would be 
Matthi today"
"That is why he is rushing so fast"
"He should behave more normally. I think 
he takes up to many assignments and invites 
trouble for us too"
"Dreams and plans a lot. But has no idea 
about the wherewithal. Biting more than he can 
chew..."
"I doubt whether any tooth is left for him to 
bite. Yesterday he was asking the way to go to 
Pallinada"
"Pallinada, why?"
"He wanted to meet a dentist there"
By the time both of them reached the first 
floor. Only to be absorbed by other exigencies.
"Jameesh, you had a call from sixth floor. 
Machine in room# 6603 is not responding. In the 
next room machine is up no browsing is possible. 
And in the third case...."
"Ok. Ok. I am going there right now...", 
Jameesh was off on his next mission.
"Nooruddin ji you were needed by the 
S e cre ta ry  o f S ocie ty , who a lso  to ld  th a t 
Recreation club is holding an emergency meeting 
in five minutes from now which is to be followed 
by Charity club s itting o f which you are an 
honorary functionary"
Nooruddin silently latched his cupboard and 
table drawers and bid good bye to his room 
mates. He was sure that these assignments will 
not allow him to come back to Centre again
before 4:30.
P a ra jay  was ensconced  in his room  
enjoying every bit of the delicacy while there was 
a call.
"Hello sir"
"Administrator? Sorry this is first floor"
"You mean network administrator. You are 
the first and probably the only person to refer me 
so, I hope you are serious"
II ti
"Your giggle tells it all sir. Please tell me, 
What can I do for yo u r
II II
"Our Syndicate web site. A couple of weeks 
back there was a fire accident. This could be 
because of it"
"You are experiencing the problem only 
today. Sir, you know better than me. The speed 
and response time depends on three factors. 
Firstly the bandwidth, secondly..... "
"You got it. It is okay sir, thank you"
While Parajay planned to shift to something 
more academic by way of spreading a 2006 paper 
on climatic impact on Balkan resources, Sindhi 
Cell official ushered in.
"Sir, I have a request"
"yes madam, please go ahead"
,^'Google has online beta translation facility. 
We would like to know more on that"
"Madam, 1 have used it to experiment. But 
my opinion is that it cannot substitute human 
translation when it comes to research output"
_______________________ ________________ . ss
"How do you say so "
"I tried to translate the following sentence: 
"Fish stock assessment is analytical inference 
coup led  w ith  b io lo g ica l w isdom " and the 
translation received w as"???? ????? ????????? 
????????????? ????? ????? ?? ??? ????? 
???????? ??"
"I see. We may have to study that"
"Madam, I have a small doubt regarding 
your Aaj ka shabd"
"Yes sir please tell"
" You have translated Restricted Holiday 
as Pratibandhi Avakaash. But pratibandh has 
negative connotation"
"May be sir, but our official list says so and 
we are bound to go by that. Okay sirlet me take 
leave for now"
Before the official could vanish from the 
scene, the intercom sought Parajay's attention. 
It was a transferred call. A foreigner was at the 
other end:
"Yes Parajay speaking"
" You are from ... W h a t... Johan Ericsson 
from Stockholm Marine Research Centre... I see. 
What can I do for you sir?"
" Which species ... W hale... I think it is a 
mammal..."
"Wait a minute sir, what did I say wrong? "
" I am not well versed with these binomial 
nomenclature and taxonomy"
information? Any reference?"
"Bryde's whale? Balaenoptera brydei ... 
discriminated against Balaenoptera edeni... By 
me. 2008 paper?..."
"Can you please check the author sir"
f t  II
"The researcher whom you are referring to 
has long left CFMRI sir. It is a case of again 
mistaken nomenclature. We were sim ilar upto 
generic level not species level..."
"Okay sir. I too enjoyed. My business is 
more static than what you presume"
" Never. W here did you ge t th a t
"Bye sir"
It was almost 4:10 and Parajay thought of 
checking the latest on the Union front. Any new 
circulars: any meeting? Suddenly he was halted 
by a foreign voice
"Good evening uncle"
"Good evening. I don't recognize you"
"I am Abhijeet, son of Malini madam"
"Oh, Abhijeet, how are you?. When are you 
completing your dgree? How are things at your 
college?"
"Everything is fine sir. I am in the last year.
I have to complete a project. Right now I have 
come here on a break"
"By the way how is your crusade for free 
software"
"Yeah, going well though not in full steam"
"It seems Linux has lost its original glamour. 
Mr Torva lds has re ce n tly  denounced  the 
upgradation efforts of Redhat"
"It is just an one off event. Didn't you read 
that in tlie  last quarter Microsoft recorded its first 
dip in sales since inception?"
"That is right. That is why they are into a 
bit of hardware and ERP type areas."
"Right. But my aim is to get rid of these 
myopic, shackling exorbitant licensed software 
from the desktops of commoner"
"How best it can be done?"
"Why not? There are free ware/ share ware 
equivalents for all major applications. Openoffice 
or Koffice for Microsoft Office; Firefox, Konqueror 
etc for Internet Explorer; Evolution, Thunderbird 
etc instead of Outlook Express; Gimp in place of 
Adobe Photoshop and so on. We should try them 
before criticizing. After all they are free."
" But what about other famous applications 
like Acrobat reader, Messenger etc?"
"One can use Kpdf or Evince instead of 
Adobe Reader; Inkscape is a good substitute for 
Corel Draw. Messengers can be replaced by 
Pidgin or Kopete; You can play media using 
Mplayer, xine or Songbird; There Picasa to fill in 
the boots of digikam"
" But a few  o f them  whom  you are 
suggesting to replace are free already"
"They may be free; but they are s till 
proprietary. In the agreement you may have to 
abide by certain clauses. Further you may never 
get access to the code"
"The freeware, shareware and openware 
they always confuse the end user. We'll search 
for freeware but ended up with a demo version 
which expires after 30 days"
"Yes, sir. That is why it is always better to 
promote Open Source software. There is already 
a group active in this city"
"You mean the ILUG. Yes I am aware of
them"
"Did you ever contact them?"
"No. Not yet"
"That is were I ins is t on a change o f 
approach"
"B u t A b h ije e t, if  ou r co llea gues  are 
suggested to switch over to open office and its 
spread sheet instead of their famous equivalents, 
won't it be difficult for them to adjust? Is the inter 
convertibility not an issue?"
"Yes sir. It was, I repeat it was, a problem. 
But now slowly things are changing. Monopolies 
are no more welcome, even in IT scenario. That 
is why 1 suggest you to try AMD chips instead of 
the popular ones which you always anchor for."
"Right. But for institutions we should have 
a w e ll though out po licy  and it shou ld be 
implemented placidly over the years. It can't be 
done overnight. Further very strong awareness 
campaign must precede this effort"
"Right sir. I think my mom is leaving... See 
you next time. Bye"
When Parajay bode goodbye the youngster 
was out near the main gate. "Dyamic, lite ra lly ", 
chanted Parajay. As the evening fatigue started 
to catch up he slowly walked back with forlorn 
gait ruminating the possible leads of the small 
interaction held just few minutes before.
"It is better now than far far later", he said 
to himself while reclining slowly.
Before his moorings could reach a logical 
finish. Dr Ram Rahim was at the door.
"Yes sir, update"
"Just a minute Dr Ram, I am mailing my 
piece right now. I hope it finds a place in the 
magazine compiled by you"
"Quality should merit selection. Thank you 
anyway", Ram quipped professionally and moved 
over.
"Sir, please pass on a HARD COPY", A 
stern faced guy stood rooted outside; It was none 
other than our
PARAMANANDAN !!
(This is a humorous recount of an imagi-nary day 
in office involving fictitious characters)
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Proud to be an Indian
Manjeesh. R
T-1 (Computer Application) F R A D
India, the largest democratic republic in the 
world, has a proud trad ition  o f an anc ien t 
civilization and culture and a population of about 
114 cores. Unity in diversity makes India the most 
integrated and powerful nation in the modern 
world. India is one among the fastest growing 
economy in the world.
We, Indians must feel proud of having such 
a wonderful motherland. However, India must 
also have to grow in all aspects for facing the 
challenges of the modern times.
As an Indian citizen, I dream about my 
m other nation, w hich is going to take the 
leadership of the future times to come, in all 
respects. Many of our dreams are made true by 
our fellow citizens. But we need to dream more 
and more.
The moment when PSLV was launched 
successfully with the "Chandrayaan" project, not 
only each and every Indian was feeling proud to 
be an Indian, even a grass and sand in the 
country might have aroused out of nationalism 
and proud. But we must not limit our dreams to 
the sky. We want to dream more. Our next step 
should be an Indian in the lunar grounds.
In my dreams, tomorrow's India should be 
green in every sense. Parallel to the industrial 
development and fast growing technologies, India 
should take active lead in conserving our planet.
It should take steps on controlling phenomenon 
like global warming, effects of green house gas 
emissions, industrial pollutions etc. Sustainable 
development should be planned including sectors 
like social, agricultural, human resources, natural
resources etc.
India, tomorrow, should be positioned in the 
top of world economy. Development not merely 
m eans industria l deve lopm ent; agricu ltu ra l 
development should also happen, taking into 
consideration of our rapidly growing population. 
India should be self sufficient in food. The benefits 
of agricultural research and development must 
reach the farmers, thereby the common man. 
Food security must be the primary objective. In 
future, I dream my country, which is self sufficient 
in its energy needs.
O ur a g ric u ltu ra l se c to r needs m ore 
attention and importance. India is a country which 
is b lessed  w ith  a w o n d e rfu l c lim a te  and 
monsoons and enormous natural resources. We 
must make the maximum utilization out of it. More 
attention may be given for the development, 
p rodu c tion  and expo rtin g  o f va lue  added 
products.
In my dreams, I see a nation with smiling 
faces of children and women. Children are the 
leaders o f our nation tomorrow, as W illiam  
Wordsworth narrated, "Child is the father of man". 
They should be given special care, education, 
food, nutrition etc. It is necessary to groom 
children to adopt healthy attitudes and positive 
tra its  so tha t they grow up to be balanced 
in d iv id u a ls . A lso , aw areness o f soc ia l 
responsib ilities is to be created among our 
citizens. The empowerment of women also has 
to be given due consideration. Inequity between 
the rich and the poor should be no more. 
D iscrim ination depending on tribe, cast etc.
.should be expelled from our society and each 
and every citizen may be treated as "Indian" only. 
The fe e lin g  o f oneness shou ld  be m ore 
strengthened irrespective of status, caste, creed, 
language and other differences.
According to the fa ther o f our nation, 
"India's soul is in the villages". So, key care should 
be given to the villages and the rural population. 
India should attain cent percent literacy in near 
future. Un-employment should be eradicated and 
the man power resources must be exploited to 
the maximum extent.
In future, a war for water is not very far. 
We should have effective planning in water 
management, since as on today, some parts of 
our country is having uncontrollable floods and 
the other parts is facing severs drought. We 
should forecast the needs and organise our 
agricultural sector in such a way that our farmers
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will not face any problem of water in a single day 
in a year, neither excess of it, nor short of it.
In my dreams, the future India should be 
fast enough to cope with the shrinking global 
village concept. It should be well fonward in all 
respects as communication, transportation, IT 
development, infrastructure development etc. 
Unfair political interests and corruptions should 
not come in the way o f development in any 
respect. We should not allow terrorism to build 
its clutch in our land. The moral standard of our 
fellow beings should also arise along with their 
standard of living. The judicial system also needs 
a reconstitution in future.
As Dr. A P J Abdul Kalam cited in his book 
"Wings of Fire", "Dare to dream, achieve the 
goals", let us dream together and work together 
for the development and growth of our country.
❖
it  shines in its confinement, 
ever so beautiful it twinkles, 
what it is made of I wonder, 
does anyone else so ponder.
It looks so bright and small, 
unlike the raging fire, 
its flame is soft and mild, 
which makes me w o n d e r, 
like a little child.
When you are at ease,
do think about it please,
and then you will soon know,
that light is one of nature’s best shows.
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Poem
Meet you again at the horizon
Lakshmy. E
D/o. E. Sasikala,Hindi Section
^M e e t you again at the horizon 
Where the sky meets the earth' 
IVly love told me and left.
I had to find my own path
It was lonely
No sign boards to lead'
No foot mark to trace.
But I had to travel.
It led to the horizon
'Horizon ...it's a myth, a mirage'
People laughed
'No one ever reached there'
They laughed, called me insane.
I felt pity for them
They had never seen the horizon'
They never believed in love,
Their love had lost its madness.
I walked to the horizon,
As his love was n't a camouflage 
For he waited there..
To hold my hands eternally.
❖
The Revenge of the Pothole
Sunil K. Mohamed
Head and Principal Scientist, MFD
I am a pothole on Kochi's prestigious MG 
Road (for the sake of anonymity I am not saying 
exactly where and I am scared of hate mails). I 
am strong and influential in today's society. I can 
rouse the baser emotions in humans and can 
even bring down people from top positions. To 
understand me, you must know about my birth.
I along with my brothers and sisters are tightly 
packed and stuck together by the black tarry 
matterwhich humans use to make roads. I would 
never have been born, but for my mother (road 
contractor) and father (Corporation of Kochi) who 
got together and decided that I along with my 
brothers and sisters should be born within the 
shortest period. My seed is laid when the roads 
are la id by hum ans. Nature provides me 
abundant food (vehicles) and drink (rain) so that 
I grow fast and big horizontally and vertically. The 
pangs of my birth begin with the slight movement 
induced by my food and when I get enough water 
to drink, I am able to spread out my arms and 
legs. It is fun growing up in Kochi which has 
such a wonderful climate.
My father tells me that we are fortunate to be 
born in Kochi, Kerala. In many other states in 
India humans are preventing the birth of our 
species on roads by adding more of the sticky 
tarry material. In fact, I am told that my cousins 
abroad are all but finished with no hope to be 
born again. Until sometime back our family had 
contacts with our Chinese cousins. We had a lot 
in common. But now, the Chinese government is 
stricter and they are preventing my cousin's very 
existence. In fact my European and American
cousins are part of the history books. Oh, how 
fortunate we are to be in Kochi. It is indeed sweet 
revenge for the extinction of my brethren abroad.
Occasionally my father reprimands me, when 
1 get too playful and naughty. I like to make all 
humans slow down and prostrate before me. 
When I do too much of this, my father passes an 
order and my mother then cleans me up and 
applies some of the tarry material again on me 
to shut me up. But when my father is turned 
away, she gives me a wide grin and a broad wink, 
telling don't worry, you can become big and strong 
again. I am sure my father and mother will protect 
me, when worse comes to worst. After all they 
are my parents.
I like Kochiites a lot. Oh, what fun it is to play 
with them. The other day, I was having food, 
and I had had a lot to drink. Feeling tipsy, I 
sloshed my drink on a couple of school children 
passing by. What fun it is to see their clothes all 
wet and muddy, and to say nothing of the look 
on their faces. My cousin in Palarivattom recently 
saw to it that one of the Kochiites reached heaven 
very fast. W hen we are full w ith rain, poor 
Kochiites cannot guess my depth, and so the 
flimsy scooters go for a spin inside us. Is it not 
better than speeding and dangerous riving on 
smooth roads? Of course nobody thanks us of 
all the social service we do. But my parents are 
appreciative and understanding. They foster and 
nurture me and see to it that our tribe never ends.
I am ever so grateful to them.
❖
Poem
The Room of Light: 
The End of Humanity
Sariga Sajeev Chellissery
D/o. C. K. Sajeev
There is a room so vast and full 
with more than gazillions of candles lit 
each represents a human at peace 
reflecting the warmth, joy and hope 
that fills their hearts
Then when the world’s spinning has ceased 
shattered and exploited by human disease 
of terrorism and war along with natural 
calamities
this candle lit room plunges into darkness 
thousands and thousands by each disaster 
at last when there’s not a single lighted 
candle
that is the end of humanity
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Laughing Zone.
Manjusha G. Menon
U D C .TC
Sardar at bar in New York.
Man on his right says "Johny 
Walicer single".
Man on his left says "Peter Scotch 
single".
Sardar says - "Baljith Singh 
Married"




Sardar: (after thinking) I think I 
was born in GOA.
Sardar joined a new job. On the 
very firs t day he worked till late 
evening on the computer.
Boss was happy and asked him 
.what he did till evening.
Sardar: Keyboard alphabets 
were not in order, so I made it 
alright.
Boss: Where were you born ?
Sardarji: Oye Punjab.
Boss: Which part?
Sardarji: Oye, Kya which part? 
Whole body born in Punjab.
A sardar learning English introduces his 
fam ily in the party:
/ j |
He is my kid,
Hi! I am sardar.
This is my sardarni,
and.... she is my kidney.
Once a Sardar was walking 
and had a glove on one hand 
and not on other so the 
man asked 
him why did he do so.
He replied that the weather 
forecast announced that 
on one hand it would be 
cold and on the other hand it 
would be hot.
Banta Singh was in court charged with 
parking his car in a restricted area.
The judge asked him if he had
anything to say in his defence.
"They should not put up such 
m isleading notices," 
said Banta Singh.
It said, "Fine For Parking Here."
Sardar to his friends : For the past 
one week a girl is disturbing me.
I don't know how she got my 
number, She interrupts whene 
ver I call someone and says,
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crolca.aj)(r»2o Cca)0(3(3Ta)l5nr)c66)lQQ) c&^ goodSiaooJOcanrajaD].
ca>06TOio)1(o<^js> ojuoffiloScnlcm  n® ca>C3aao 18 
«an(seuoffl1^(3 c3T9ca>6)ej nJ§1oQ)0^  srxjo^oojIejosnD onoia 
crol^lrajoman. o o a je^ jo )! , caOOsn3, omooosimcoS cotjs 
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aJ(OrO)l6)Og IZloCOg (OJnJm^O n^OCTDOroj (S(a)O(n)GJJ6rB0 
C03OO. (r0oaO0O(/0c9(0)l6)C3Q) (.aJ(0)1crn(J00(Do OiiJ^J(TD 
(D2nJ6St3§1(03 (3T3(U(/D^o 261>T3OC!Q)1(0l(Sc66)Sn3aj S10(.(3) 
ffl0sn)1(ii6)Q0)^0o. cralciieaoQ o Lf>Jtt>ocT)(ziocQ)2o 
(si230^ar)(oro)1rD05m, o ru o n u o o o c /ace^n to jo s oracDlojexr) 
Qa)06TD(s^0 rr00or)00(0ra)1(03 ODlono Oc6iii (?(T)S]ajon3 
(3ra)Lcracr»1(Sc66)6ne((n.
(/0l(ueJlo(/)0O0(j0(T)Q0)26)s CtiJcn)c9(0)1 da>js1 ^ o i lo s  
ojo1csaoou)1o96)0o. 2'^(3© K(oro)1e)(Tg ((/8c9{0)1(n)j6)s)
c032SO(oizio(Q)l§osrn o a n o je jlo cn  oroSjCoSaJo a n o o D . 
(2 S )^ ^ 0  GGajn2)0(3c96)2o CS(3OJ«5)(a0(3ce6)Jo OJIlCOoOo 
crU06)&i(Q)06rn ffltinoGBOJcn oD laiejlocoo. raTdjCDjcnloa. 
crooaru(.«nroro)1(n a jIffl^Q ffira iro lc n j om 2iooD(Z)Ocr»l 
ffljcoD O gj o jc riJceo ja jo o o jg g ro ) raraj^ffllces d1co)0c^s 
O l£ h ^ l6 ) S  (3ra>ca>^ (i3:)lCQ)06TT). GeJ0eft>«5K5)l(03 (D lej
o J l e j j g g  ^ ra jo D jo lro a a JO o  oraj^ialceb o lasocebso jce^aa 
n ^ ^ O o  KDOOTT) (/0lojej1oc/)0c9>^OT)ltH)lej06inn. orejcojoolcaj 
c«0cr0(.®)Gej0ca,o 0 (3 ao 1^  s a j  (araco^jgajoj aacecn lcrsjos 
C(.(T\)ocnaro a jo J o ,  raraerD jo jIs o j^O T j^o cro ffil^o oo n  
n j^ o o sn o ) eoa«j)1cQ)(3 oruaDLcroo6nj363Ba3c0S)2 cajorii 
0T)1(3i2i2i1^S5) (masTBjcOTcftiaizio00)1(01 o9S)2(tdj. ^ o j I o s  
oa)06m eo(0(0)1oQ)fflOQQ) cmajamloQ) ajIorooQ iloej craocroLcy) 
(.nJcejSODo B^aoj^ffiOtSj^ODd). ao1ajrU2S?®>2§§ Cc05ii(.(O) 
63t3§1{03 aolajejloW coTcnlcnj ffljc& gloa anjgglcm ocxD l 
(iDlraciromo a jIip ^ a D  s e j o o o o  ^ e n e o o & jo , ^ & s s s o i
ooc9«5)1qcq) (OTsiD^ryioaoj™ ^^ (rDloffiLaOTlcSffljajoofi) o s f^ g
ffllcEb OlraOc^SO^cftiglroS <^(T ) S2eJo gnJCOBOCnlcSOJ
ODCiDlaD  ^ oromoaoiaocQ) ijjsgb iq j G ru o e jjo , coonor) 
jijlcTOa^jos OD0cro(.®> oruaoorora cotoctd
n0cim  ( ro ^ iijl 1^ 1 css)00(D) o j( ^ .  c ra lo je jlo cn cn m lo o j 
(Zi2(nj|(i33 (gra)Oi2]°l(r» 0r>1(3aJ4ra)1c96)i^ 2O(a2gg (^o(roL®>1(r» 
(3)nO)2c96)0g (3ra(SCDJoil1c9S)2aD<U(026)6ine893l(J53 ra iao j^  
<66)2(jajsn3lQQ)06m1 c/D0(ruLKn1s» a ilo jo s m o .
( 3 1 0 a J C 3 ) 3 0 6 T O C / 3
croocjDOO6mc96)O(oocQ)aj^a90 gi2i(53 n u lo jra l^ , 
fflJODJ e o o j s g ts g jo  (LSTUtinia (TUB^oSnJo, (.n-laJSlSU 
oJJOJrfld (rU893(03nJo, (.(3)1l2J(3(ara)1 CrOffiD(J^aJo) OlOLn-IO 
nJJjlZl06)6m®)1(33 (ma0J(3c60 (.oJOrUO^fflOc&JcrD ^'DC/OJO 
o jfijiao e in a  (waaJODOoeTOglejjQS aj1aj(o1o96)jaD(a>. 
g2lari(i3>(!jro)l6)ej ooom «5)1am<a)6)§ (,aJ(!J)1oJ03lces)2(TD 
r>J2006TD63t3g2o ^(!J)1(inOCroe3B§2o Ojle0(OC3T0)1O&J 
^T[)(WJO iJloTOcBoocjDoraiaoc&jaDj.
nJOTTO)nJ(3)0ra63I3(^c96)Jo aJJOOCemCO^I oDOCTO
63Bg1(o3 ojeiloQ) cn iD om tajene . ^(uc£»c0o  a i l0T>1s)e j
(/D0(rD(.®^”l(i»(!3) (u1aa<ft>QJ0Do 6)iij(§)2ajoo3 eoo((3)1a» 
iiJl(Ta)OU)00(r!)1eJ2o rJcrouo(ff)^ ^JIcToocDooconejjo croiao 
ora)oaocx5) (^(JDjeTOgjffljsne. aoan^ciroo ruolsm offl 
LoJ<a>i(!J)^OrU2(oofly) oJO(r»2rm (ro(3(^ oJlo) s l r u
s?oej6SB§j(2S(X})2o ojolsm om o (.f^ca>^(0)1 cnlcsscamoem 
n0(TD nJ(3)6TO)g2ejl OJOceD^ SjOJJo, (0)0(3(1110(1  ^ nJOlsmOffl 
crulouocTEnaj^mosrn, (3ta(ir)j(S(D)0S?j>ia0ce32(TD6)(!5)aD2 
GGnOCTDJODJ. g2£J K ldjl(n)1(a5 (CKOTD^o) (D lonoo ffloe l^
gsej(3TO)1ejjo cft)OaQ)1eJ2o S2l<u1<05)2onr> (m ^ iz )  r u tB le j jo s  
ca>o(r»1(o8 s lc u lc e o jo m  (D0(03d9S)0ej1ca>c^ (cuoon iD o) 
(ug(3onQ or>(D(ro1onr)o (aj0c66)2ca>§jos (OT9(3(cnDo ia0L(0)
6)ms]raTa)oo3 c sn jo e jjo  (acDjnH^j, 02rU(ara)1cQj(aro)2cm 
l2^(/)0 , (OT9(t»0(D)(!n (o o o  + (ro lo n o o )  (3T5)(D)1(m3)l02(TT)2. 
(i3T9CUlOS (DlOfDJo ^ o ^ 1 o in ( 0 8  nJOOSJCm L<^ 1(23l5^ 1fJJ 
ajDJO(3oj3' aor)2riiij,oDO(H) (u o a o D a 3  (n ^ o ^ o ro lc s fflo  
S)QQ)(SnJ06)ej) g(!5r5aj1c06)Jo. CTOonnOO (ED06m(U)(U 
ffiosjom  oj(D(/D2O0mcr)2o, (iT)2S(3(rD LcralooaoDjo, e ru e j 
oofflcnjo aJl5)(TD c&^nadsmoDjo e^ccaofflsjteojorD j. (md 
OR5) (^!Jta)1ra3 (3ira)(Q)2CJOo rurLolceojonr) cfecjScaTl (sriKUJcnl)
(r»0 (r»1(OT?n1{!)2(inr)2. (.n-injsrau o ro ^n ^s1 (0 )1s)&j o jo ls m o c i 
aJLc&o (/0O(ruL(3^1ffl)ffiO(!a)1 ^63b16)(D(I2)2o rulcrooSjeJCDo 
O iijf^jociJjonrxjnoosT D onD j <ft,0§2(TT)(ff)06TDl
(gT3(U(jno(063T3a3 !
0 0 ^ 0  (3T3(UOT)0063BC/3ce6)2o (3rd)(JD0O(20{r»(OT LoJnJsrau 
n jjo jn ad  (/Oc6«j)1(Q)0(Q) (u loadsm ^dioesnrxT D j (u_^c90)o. 
(3io(!J)j6)ca>06n§ o ilo ^ s iD jd J lo d ^  (ataaJ(!3>0(D63T3(y3 o ^ o m j 
oJOODJOnDJ. (3t9)(OT2l1(Q)aOCQ)1 ^1(T3)1^0(D3 SJCOOn L ^ o ^ S O  
njO(E» : K(T)i3lc«jffl0ocra(aKn1ej]6)S : ora(U(D)0063T3gjsneo 
t&^onoj. aoo(TULra^1(D)iao(i»1 jiilcro)1^o(a3 Cojca>^(0)1cr!)l6)ej 
(uoru(a)jce6)g1(o3 2 '^ '3 ? s® a 5 ro )l6 )n ^  crv)Joa)1cn(ai3)o 
ej25neoca>2(TD m o^o , (m aincuo ru o lsm o m o  ((s3(/o<e.oejo 
s1(ru£)0(r)(ata)1(53 a jo o ^ j r o s s B g lo e j  a o g o  (m adflsdJl 
sexoio) 2 '^ (3 e ® o jj2 io ( i» 1  S T U cau o ry g j ca.1sc96)20fT)j 
o^cn o  (/oo(TOL(3)o) (gra)(ma1oc»(aoci»oeJ2o (/oo(ruL®^1co) 
ffi0(D)0ejjo o jo lsm o m o  LoJo&^rafl (iDl(r»mmo6m. (macn 
Lojnjsnaj 6)6)ijJ(;5XD^(OTD)l6)(1^ (.nJ(0)1e0(T\)o m0L(0)o. ^ (0)1  
e j jo  (a)o<P(TD cn le jd Jo o o rO T le jjia jsn s ^ 'D c/ojo (ro8a>ra3 
nJo . meJ6)OQOJo, OJ^(0ii<(S3rU(a), (rU(3ryo ^(U t32)Jo 
CrulOJDOffiOSXO aJJ8?lce6)jaD(a)26)® ^3o OrOOCJDO(06TD(X5)06im. 
(ai^cocB Ly)(nD63T3gri(j^ iij1 e j(o f l6 )e j^ o o  ^ td ijjIoOTO 
(DOOcejgJOS Oj1(ll(06TT)63T3g06TT)2gg(;». rU (^!5)^Cr\5{OT 
{3)ej(3T3)1ej2§g ^'DOOJO (ro©5(33nJ63B(/3(S« rararu(S»2 
(ss(OTOCQ> fficirxcnjffljstTe. f i 0 ^ o  arD ajcinrarro lejjo  
j3j1(Ta)0 (jDOOc&c^ceo (3io(ijqq)J6)s  (T uoocnm jsns. bocsoo 
(T)1 ej(u o (0 (a ta )1 e j2 i2 2 g g  ( ro s D R ^ n je ro g jo  (3T3(0)1(id s 2 
(3TO)(a)2i2JOca)1 6ru (ru )6 )aj§2  oanscea^aD j. ^ o j d s l o e j ^ o o  
CUl(;OJOCn)6i3T3g26)S (3TO)®im1(r!)(0)(Q)2o CU^ c9(l5)1 -  (TDCDJnO 
(n(i2CQ)26)s eTD{0)1ca,(tnQQ)ja06TT)2gg(OT.
^TDCTOJOooDOffijo, (/oo(ro(.® t™ nl0ci^
G(D)oc/)1:^ ailcrac63ejGDo0uJ(^o<n[3 (3id)CJUj(rnca> csejocajo 
L(/Offl1t96)2(S(nJO(/3, (3T9(3152(OT6)monr)2 n j0 (0 )0 o : 
a00ar0L®^c«)06iJCQ)2o o jg ^ o n o  (3K3)<a>0(/0o 0^(010)1(0)
Cf^OC^ f3ra(0)l6)(D OJg(3«5irolCD) 000 (TO L®) ©613)02) 0(3 
(3t5)<flDoao(STt5)2 oa>ffn§(in (S o o co tIcq j^ td c /o jo  c to b jo jo j  
«5TD)l6)ci§ (gi[d)3_j) enJlcBjojIooDomocsBlajCTDj! so(0(OTlcQ)(a)(3 
L6njaia6)6)ijj(0)ciD_^6)mcrD 2 < 3 C '^ 0 o a j l^  a c m o o
nadfflt3)ocr» ^rDODoajocru^ijroTinlCTej qctdoo ajoloajlroS 
nJoeroTEnro), (3rdOT)^oa3)oo)2or)1c93 aDocro(.ca)(aKj)1eo^
otaajoroocn ajolcoilroa, c3TaK5)j,oa3>DU)^ onnc& aaocroc«5) 
e€Kr>(3 ruosroiRn^ c5)2S6iJt3lcQ)1(o1ce6)2cm2.




(ru1cn1cQ)(3 6)so&a)1<so(o3: (macrol<j^a^; glcrul
(S ld ra lc& lffle jo o jcn o c^  ojcmeTOsroro) 
: o jo o ^ oJLCBffljeajl ! 
a o o p a j o ^ o  a® o3 ffl(D(|;!jlca3; 
mcD^fiJocncQxzKoj... 
fflU)JnJ(nOCQ)I2lC02 !!
oracmejOTKnlcDjoDscnncsS, a a j o r u s -  
C(Zigi22CQ)a^Gmjoc/3 !
6)o950CnjODO(Oa93a3 6)aJOilce5gO§1;
O T )o g a1 § c^o  -  
« n o g a 1 § c ^ o  !!
<a>0ais1^1aij)0s1 cqj'dc^ct) -  
(Z)0{3«5T3)^  s n jg ^ je c n jo c ^  ! 
ca.0fro)ca1<$n(2ij(r)a»0ejcQ)^j; 




(S(.nJa aJ(0aj(/0C3Q)0CQ)l Colomj; 
(oocficejoeu^aJCGJOcd) -  (m<x>i 
OOCOCElOeJ^nJcmaQm !!
aiculo)
o ^ 6 ) ( i g  j^ anDT
orol. (31 (^8. cin3ancn(i3______________
ao a ijlg  6)crD<£bauoS
m^roTwooo oSjjarno&i ajcrora) (nlecm  
te jo sm o o S  o ^ e o r o o o j  i j jo o o  n^onD jo 
ca>06TD003 n^OCKDOOJ ^OOTo ^O D ^ o .
odI ... qj1§1(o3 ^ ^ o c o ro )  ffijcOTnocsmo 
col.. cno§1ra3 moo^aJOcerDo
cft)Sejl6)(lg ffl^ OTtOTOGSTDO o930Q2)GJ1o3 ffljcjto jocsm o
0ft)06m0(e6)lcn0ajl6)(i^ ca>ocr»0(SKJ) cajcoKnocssrDo 
c(!j)cno<j6m o n j^o jocsnD o  n jja ilo c i^  (aem m oesnoo
fflCD)lGJ0(S6TT)0 6)S)ffl(r)(I»0(S6rD0 6)6)2iej06t!aj1(x»0(s6m0 
12003 CnJSQQ)0(ssm0 12003 (Q jlso a jo c sm o  
6)0nJ©3lg1(3Q)OC6TT)O eS)oJ893lg1 «y)(DTa)Qa)OC6mO
nJjg3 lg l0a)0G 6T D 0 oJ^QffiOTOQIBOCemO nj2(2ffl210e6m0
nJ^^oesDjipejoGSTDo a jjfflom o ocsem o  rujSj^QonejocerDO 
aJjej1(2)0G6TD0 aJjeilOJOEJOGSTDO a j^ o f y o o u lo e j  
fflJCOKnOCSIDO
nJ26T2u1(o1®)oc6rr)o, d jjcaO T m o cem o
i22fflro)63Ba3 m oScfejo nn^racisraiafla^ o ^ o m jo  
ffl^ coKnocQfloo i22«5KJ)63Bc^ moSoftTlsoo ero)oa3 ^cmjo 
mjcoTinocoo da>20Dloej ai^eroto) o f la o D  ofcoemooS




6)sc6oor)l<es)®3 aonfl1oru(3, naejLsniol & onjuo<es)jo(soagoiiaa
(SW6i5uj«J)oaj‘jnc95)i2i2i(r»o(!Q) (QjjsTOiffnjiaosTrnceoOTTOTcaa 
(TOSTiiuoo (D)ej(2jo(r»oo er!n63i3§js)s 
<ftiO(3)M Gaj)0SQQ)jo cejipjajKOTlejGOJB^i^ejjo s)6)cft)oft.§1(a3 
(!5)saj§cQ)2o aflo&jjo&gnroS ca>^jG(zio®)1(D63BgjaocQ) 
(iJ6)6neo(Dlo96)ro8 crojcBraloBOo ojej^jmziizffl
(3td)(U9^OT)j(Si2ioeijo fajsuLooloffijo aJj§1cr»1eJce6)a- 
ccna^OTOcoS m o^G faoolcrB jo c & sm s jo o e jtp jo  
<fi>0(3<feja!5)eJ2o t,nJT30J9a)oe1oaioo rajojajjiaooQ)
(!5)oajo§n«53 anno3lnjo(snjo«53 ajIgsatB lcnlorD j ojejj^iziajiaa 
ratasBUjcnooJiploeoaiaQmooQ) cejjeTOttnjiaoeTTnceQOTtaiizia 
(TOSiaUOoOnGJiajOCiffiOo 6T0)63T3§J6)S Ojej^2im;Q121 
l2(86)g6KUJo 6)aJ6TT^ iixiSi<QiU?>, (TO^OBOllZlOcS, CStaeiSUJ 
(iJ6T!ttJaJ^6p;^ce6)lglc93C^, (313imR5)(T3 (gTd(0Jl2c96)1SO63T3C  ^
moejofflOcoTO) croazncsfl tfejSTaKnl l^ojcsGDCQn 
TO2Ei(rocmj5p;^1o9olso(!3T!5)1, oajgjasTO) c n lo o jjo  
aJjajcTD aJjsm ejo  <a.o(3c&.2nOTej<Pca)2moQQ)1 ailg63T3lGco)oa3 
OaJOffl^yjo omosnocsocoS OT)l§63T3lcQQ)oa3 c&jsroTcnl^csjcctncQn 
«5)a3ffljaT)2l2d96)6)§ OoJOCmjCoJOOeJ GrJOgleCO)OC^ 
c95j6iroro)1§o 6)S)aJOT)6)ej oft>2sroTa)jeJc05^i2ils)QQ)(rn
6 )^ ^ (2 io a »  6 )iiJ0^1 ca2 )0 (^  ca>26TaKn1^(02(SR5)cs2)1 
6)^^cx3)Oo cejjGTOKDjejdMamlanoS 6)cft.o^2ia<j9S)a3 
6Kn63BC/3 (OTdSBUOo flne jffijooeoo^ , rarao^slteeocd) 
cnosjojlegoo, ^o rn ^ lcn o T  (Dl&]6)da>0G6n80{3 
KnaffllRjS (OT(2ffl1ejca>(BaT)0(3, (gra)OOo on e jiap oo Q ) 
<e3O<0S)2CODO(3 n^iiPOoOTejffljoocQ) da>0«5ta)1ffl1c9s>2caD0^ 
6to63T3(/3 c9326ioiRnjffi06rDlo96)K5nj)iaa(a)n3 njoom ® oaio3 
ajTaoDooJociBOo cejjsroKnjaosnolteocoiroQiaKnaS 
nJOCnJOcSjC^.





(nojffi&KDoqQigsalcgS (jn jgglG astjnoojo  cft.ra2aj)l 









n jjs ta jjlo l S)CiJ)^1S<S><PlOQ)OS)CnODlceO GffiOnOo
YECH #
41/3661, Amwliastreet 
Banaiji Road, Cochin : 18




Sevicing, Assembling and Installation,
A M C  o f  w i n d o w  M e ,  S p l i t  P a c k a g e  A / c ,  
C e n t r a l  P l a n t  a n d  R e f r i g r a t i o n  E q u i p m e n t s
CENTRAL AIRCONDITIONNING IS OUR SPECIAUTY
•! ■ y i  '
-V'-' ' '
a n S
Aswin Saji, Std. Ill, S/o. N. Aswathy
i  Arthee Std. V, D/o. Narayan Kumar. R Sreejitha, Std. V, D/o. U. Ganga
Anusree, UKG, D/o. Ganga. U N. Arthee Std. V, D/o. Narayan Kumar. R
P e r f e c t  k i t c h e n s  
f o r  y o u r  d r e a m  p r o j e c t
Add a touch of class to your endeavour with modular kitchens from Godrej 
Interio, the biggest furniture manufacturer in India. Godrej interio provides 
aesthetically designed contemporary furniture built to your specifications. 
With 86 years of experience. Godrej Interio otters modular kitchens that 
have ISO 9001 and IS014CX31 certiScatbn, These kitchens are customisable 
and fit any kind of layout. Also, they are ergonomically designed as per the 
height of the Indian woman. With Godrej Interio, you are limited only by 
your imagination.
interio
Alappatt Traders Pvt. Ltd., 2380 A3, Vysali Bus Stop, Palarivattom-Vyttila Bypass Road, Cochin- 682 032, Ph: +91 484 2809557 
Frontier Exim Pvt. Ltd., 33/2477 A 6, Vysali Bus Stop, Palarivattom - Vyttlla Bypass Road, Cochin - 682 032, Ph.: 0484 - 2343399, Mob,: +91 9388543
X c e lr is
Labs o u r
G e n o m i c s  S e r v i c e s
•  Whole Genome Sequencing 
•Targeted Re-sequencing
•  Denovo Sequencing
•  Transcriptome Discovery 
•microRNA Discovery
•  Metagenomics Study 
•SOLiD SAGE Assay
Ideas to Life
3 •  DNA Sequencing
•  Microbial identification
•  SNP Genotyping
•  BAC Library Construction
•  Gene Expression




• Roche 454 GS ax 
I Advanced Blolnformatics Labs 
1 AB13730XI 
I Genome Lab GeXP 




' Liquid Handling System
Old Premchandnagar Road, 0pp. Satyagrah Chhavapi, Satellite, Ahmedabad 380 015. INDIA. 
Tel: +91 - 79 - 66311114, Fax: +91 - 79 - 2640 8053/ 26565879. M : 09925 223215.
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^ ^ F f T R T  ^ 5 l l R ^
^  #  6HPTT T r t e ^  m j k  % l f ^  
cjnw  3 k  ^3#fT ^  o f ^  3TFT 3TT^ 
^  3 T ^  t .  ^  ^  R c b R id
^  x r f ^  ^  ^  ^  ^ # r r .
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Utilitie s
Intercoin Numbers of 
GMFRI Staff
M i i m h o r cI l l L c i U L I I I l  I M U I I I U m o
R.No. Name & Designation Ext. No. R.No. Name & Designation Ext. No.
Watchman Cabin 215 Dr. J. Jayasankar,
Departmental Canteen 300 Sr. Scientist & SIC, ARIS Cell 235
1 Reception 216/90 116 Dr. TV. Sathianandan,
15 EM Lab 211 Senior Scientist 275
17 EM Lab 205 117 Head, FRAD 233
Electrical Staff 331 118 Computer Room 236
Marine Hatchery 302/ 119 FRAD Technicians (PCOs) 209
334 120 FRAD Tech. Staff/ 237/
10 QIC, Vehicle PA, FRAD 234
(ShriP.R. Leopold T-9 (TO) 323 121 FRAD Technical Officers 221
11 Drivers Room 212 123 Store Issue 217
Library Counter/ Staff 326 124 Employee's Co-operative Society 274
Library-in-Charge 218 125 HRD Ceil 277
Dr. Girijakumari, TO (Lib.) 253 125 HRD Cell 301
FIRST FLOOR 126 Microbiology Lab 315
102 Estate & Maintenance Cell SECOND FLOOR
(Staff) 376
201 Conference Hall 303
104 u se  Secretary 329
202 Committee Room 304
105 Dr. TM. Najmudheen,
203 CPC
Senior Scientist 272 (Shri P.K. Harikumar, TO 346
107 Estate & Maintenance Cell
204 Scholor’s Room Reasearch
(Technical Officers) 500
335
108 Hindi Section 352
rcllUW
205 Editor. IJF 223
109 Smt. P.J. Sheela,
206 Marine Pollution Lab 220
Asst. Director (OL) 203
110 Dr. (Mrs.) Somy Kuriakose, 210 Dr. R. Jeyabaskharan,
249
Senior Scientist 229
111 Shri Wilson T Mathew, Scientist 310 209 Dr. D. Prema, Sr. Scientist
250
112 Smt. Mini K.G., Scientist 257 212 PA, MFD
210
















Dr. K. Sunil Mohamed,
Pri. Sci. & Head, MFD 
MFD, Tech. Staff 
Dr. T. S. Velayudhan,
Principal Scientist 
MFD Computer Lab 
Tech. Staff, MFD
Phytoplankton Stock Culture Lab
Shri. K.M. Venugopal, T-4 (STA)
FEMD Computer Lab
Sediment Lab
Dr. (Mrs.) Grace Mathew,

















(To transfer one call to another 
Extn. 174 + Extn. No. to which call has













Women's Rest Room 
Dr. K. S. Sobhana,
Senior Scientist 
MBTD Biology Lab 
Dr. Sreenivasa Ragava 
PA, MBTD




































Dr. Kajal Chakraborty, Scientist 
(SS)












Dr. K.K. Vijayan, President CMFRI, 
Recreation Club 




Cell Cultural Lab 
HPLC/GC Lab 































R.No. Name & Designation Ext. No. R.No. Name & Designation Ext. No.
404 PA, CFD 255 429 PFD Computer Lab 227
405 Tech. Staff, CFD 282 430 Dr. (Mrs.) Lakshmi Pillai,
408 Tech. Staff, PFD 316 Scientist (SS) 206
407 Smt. U. Ganga, Scientist (SG) 281 431 Dr. E.V. Radhakrishnan,
412 Dr. R. Sathiadhas, Pr. Sci. & Head, CFD 213
Pr. Sci. & Head, SEETTD 208 433 CFD Lab 261
409 Scholars Room, PFD 288 FIFTH FLOOR
414 502 Committee Room 358
411 PA, DFD 286 503
416 Dr. R. Narayanal<umar, 504 PS to Director
Sr. Scientist & SIC, TC 309 PA to Director 247/
413 N. Venugopal 321 246
418 Adm. Record Room 291 505 Instrumental Room (TC) 296
415 Smt. N. Aswathi, Scientist 219 506 Personnel Section 340/
420 Dr. C. Ramachandran, 341
Senior Scientist 258 507 AAO, Personnel Section 284
417 Dr. V.P. Vipin Kumar, 508 Cashier 244
Senior Scientist 290
509 Smt. Vijayalakshmi,
DDO/ Bills &Cash Section 243422 Artists (SEETTD) 371
510 Smt. D. Geetha, AAO,
419 Dr. Shyam S. Salim,
Stores Section 299
Senior Scientist 308
511 Shri V. Mohanan, AAO,
424 Computer Room, SEETTD 322
Purchase Section 207
421 DFD Computer Lab 330
512 Co-ordination Section 241
426 Dr. E. Vivekanandan,
513 Smt. K.M. Annamma, AAO,
Pr. Sci. & Head, DFD 214
Co-ordination Section 344
423 DFD Lab 254
514 Central Lab 343
428-B Dr. N.G.K. Pillai,
515 Shri A. Nandakumar, TO/
Pr. Sci. & Head, PFD 295
In-Charge, Central Lab 297
425 PA, S E h llD 245 516 Purchase Section 202/
428-A PA, PFD 307 354/
427 PFD Staff 306 355













Bills & Cash Section 
Establishment Section 
Despatch













Dr. (Mrs.) Imelda Joseph,
Senior Scientist 
Smt. I  S. Naomi,
Scientist (SG)




Dr. (Mrs.) Mary K. Manissery, 
Pri. Scientist &Head, MBDD 






























Dr. (Mrs.) Josileen Jose, 
Senior Scientist 
Dr. K. Madhu, Sr. Scientist, 
Dr. Boby Ignatius, Scientist 
Dr. (Mrs.) Rema Madhu,
Sr. Scientist
Dr. (Mrs.) Shoji Joseph,
Sr. Scientist 
Audit Section





Accounts Gfficer (SFACG) 
Dr. (Mrs) Geetha Antony, 















Agricultural Technology Information 
Centre (ATIC) ATIC, Conference Hall
ATIC, Conference Hall 
ATIC (Reception)
Tech. Staff, ATIC
















Birthday Calendar of 
CMFRI Club Members
><%!!>*
D l l  i l i u a y
SI.No. Name Birthday SI.No. Name Birthday
1 P.V.Shajil CIFRI 1-Jan 26 Rajool Shanis C P PFD 26-Jan
2 Bineesh K K PFD 1-Jan 27 Sreedevi S A MBTD 28-Jan
3 C.S. Xavier 2-Jan 28 Shaji. A.K. 31-Jan
4 Annies Mary Paulose, 3-Jan 29 K.T. Prakasini 1-Feb
5 V.S.Basheer NBFGR 3-Jan 30 R.Rajendran CIFRI 1-Feb
6 M. Balaraman, 4-Jan 31 J. Sreenivasan 2-Feb
7 G. Ambika, 5-Jan 32 S. Mohanan 4-Feb
9 Deepa P.N. 6-Jan 33 Anju Antony MBTD 5-Feb
10 S.Manoharan CIFRI 6-Jan 34 Suryanarayana Murty 10-Feb
11 G. Mithralal 7-Jan 35 Neil S Correyya 10-Feb
12 N.S. Sarala 10-Jan- 36 C. Ramachandran 11-Feb
13 RB. Jeevaraj 10-Jan 37 V.C. Subhash, 12-Feb
14 Manju Prakash, 11-Jan 38 Febeena P.A., 16-Feb
15 E.M. Abdusamad 15-Jan 39 P.M. Gireesh 16-Feb
16 Thomas Joy, 15-Jan 40 Somy Kuriakose 17-Feb
17 PR. Leopold 15-Jan 41 Sreedevi M.R., 17-Feb
18 Geetha. R 14- Apr 42 V. Krishnan 20-Feb
19 D. Geetha, 18-Jan 43 Joseph Mathew, 28-Feb
20 E.J. James 18-Jan 44 Sindhu K. Augustine 1-Mar
21 Binny Cherian, 19-Jan 45 A. Padmanabha 1-Mar
22 Boby Ignatius 20-Jan 46 PC. Thomas 2-Mar
23 P.P. Chandrasekharan Nair, 20-Jan 47 K.K. Valsala 2-Mar
24 Anusree Nair MBTD 23-Jan 48 Jenni. B 3-Mar
25 T.S. Naomi 26-Jan 49 T. Vijayakumar 7-Mar






























































































































































SI.No Name Birthday SI.No. Name Birthday
154 C. Jayakanthan, 30-May 180 Remya R DFD 18-Jun
155 Rishikesh Aandi, 30-May 181 V.R Vipin Kumar 20-Jun
156 RK. Ravindran 30-May 182 Vidya Susan Phillip MBTD 20-Jun
157 RS. Anilkumar 30-May 183 K. Kunjuraman 22-Jun
158 Praveen MBTD 30-May 184 Reeta Jayasankar 23-Jun
159 RV. Devassy 31-May 185 Sreedevi S MBTD 23-Jun
160 C. Devaki 31-May 186 TS.Rajaswaminathan
161 Sunil AT. 31-May NBFGR 25-Jun
162 Bindu Sanjeev 1-Jun 187 Raveendra MFD 25-Jun
163 S. Yadavayya 1-Jun 188 Manjeesh .R 4-Jul
164 Usha unnithan CIFRI 1-Jun 189 A .Gopalkrishnan NBFGR 5-Jul
165 Preetha K Shenoy MBTD 1-Jun 190 K.N. Muraly 6-Jul
166 K.M. Annamma 2-Jun 191 Shyamala. M.R 6-Jul
167 A. Latha 2-Jun 192 Deepu JOSPEH MBTD 9-Jul
168 S. Girijakumari 3-Jun 193 N. Aswathy 13-Jul
169 R. Sathiadhas 5-Jun 194 keerthi RANI MBTD 13-Jul
170 Renjith Kumar MBTD 5-Jun 195 Sanjay kumar NBFGR 14-Jul
171 Sunil Raj 6-Jun 196 Jestin Joseph MBTD 14-Jul
172 J.Jayasankar 7-Jun 197 C.N. Chandrasekharan 15-Jul
173 V. Mohan 10-Jun 198 K.N. Meera 16-Jul
174 K.S. Sobhana 14-Jun 199 K.K. Vijayan 18-Jul
175 C.R. Mohanan 14-Jun 200 Josileen Jose 20-Jul
176 K.K. Surendran 15-Jun 201 D. Prema 21-Jul
177 0. Ismail 15-Jun 202 K.K. Kousallia 22-Jul
178 K.K. Sujatha 17-Jun 203 P. Vijayagopal 23-Jul




207 Suja N MFD
208 E.K. Uma
209 K. Ramani
210 G. Syda Rao
211 Gouri Hareendran
212 Manju Sebastain PFD
213 RD. Karunakaran




218 Anu Mathew MBTD
219 Rani palaniswamy CIFRl
220 Preetha G Nair CFD
221 Akhiiesh K V PFD
222 V. Edwin Joseph
223 T.K. Antony
224 Lata L. Khambadkar
225 S. Prasannakumari
226 K.K. Sankaran
227 Sheeba .K.B NBFGR
228 TV. Sathianandan


































































Srinivasa Raghavan V 
C.S. Sasidharan 
Baby Mathew 









































SI.No. Name Birthday SI.No. Name Birthday
257 K.G. Jayaprasad 4-Nov 283 K.P. George 1-Dec
258 D. Lalithambika Amma 7-Nov 284 T. Rajesh Babu 2-Dec
259 R. Chandrakesa Shenoi 8-Nov 285 Shyam S. Salim 7-Dec
260 D. Augustus Julin Raj 8-Nov 286 P.L.Purushan 7-Dec
261 Usha. S. 8-Nov 287 Mary K. Manisseri 11-Dec
262 K. Baburajan 10-Nov 288 T.R. Kumarl 12-Dec
263 Manjusha G. Menon, 10-Nov 289 R. Ramachandran Nair 13-Dec
264 J.N. Jambudiya 12-Nov 290 Mathew Joseph 15-Dec
265 N. Venugopal 12-Nov 291 M. Radhakrishnan 15-Dec
266 R Geetha 12-Nov 292 D. Prakasan 16-Dec
267 P.T. Mani 14-Nov 293 Tijo Varghese MBTD 17-Dec
268 Pennamma Joseph 16-Nov 294 N.M. Ponnamma, 20-Dec
269 M. Safiyabi 18-Nov 295 N.K. Sanil 21-Dec
270 K.V. Rema 18-Nov 296 S. Seethalakshmi 21-Dec
271 K. Jerald Raja 19-Nov 297 Kajal Chakraborty 24-Dec
272 K. Thankappan 19-Nov 298 A.Y. Jacob 24-Dec
273 V.J. Thomas 20-Nov 299 K.R John 25-Dec
274 K.S. Jeeji 22-Nov 300 T.B. Ratheesh CFD 27-Dec
275 Sajeela KANBFGR 22-Nov 301 DIvya.RR NBFGR 28-Dec
276 Jackson MBTD 22-Nov 302 Sajesh Kumar MBTD 29-Dec
277 M.N. Kesavan Elayathu 23-Nov 303 C.M.Jenny
278 N.R Mohanan 23-Nov 304 Subaida. K.S.
279 N.K. Suseela 27-Nov 305 John.C.E NBFGR
280 V. Parukutty 30-Nov 306 Alfred Douroon NBFGR
281 K. Parukutty 30-Nov
282 M.A. Seetha 1-Dec
A(
DOiATe BLOOD
Blood Group of 
CMFRI Club Members
D i U U U  O I U U p
SI.No. Name Group SI.No. Name Group
1 Sri. IS . Velayudhan A+ 33 Sri. M.N. Kesavan Elayathu A+
2 Smt. Imelda Joseph A+ 34 Smt. P.T. Mani A+
3 Sri. Shoji Josepli A+ 35 Sri. K. Solaman A+
4 Smt. A.K. Omana A+ 36 Smt. Sindhu K. Augustine A+
5 Sri. S. Suryanarayana IVlurty A+ 37 Smt. K.C. Hezhakiel A+
6 Smt. C.M. Jenny A+ 38 Smt. K.G. Radhakrishnan Nair A+
7 Smt.V.K. Sobha A+ 39 Sri. Baby Mathew A+
8 Smt. K.N. Meera A+ 40 Sri. M. Krishnan A+
9 Sri. K. Ramadasan A+ 41 Sri. B. Zainudheen A+
10 Sri. V.C. Subhash A+ 42 Sri. C.O. Viswambharan A+
11 Smt. N.R. Lethadevi A+ 43 Sri. K.C. Rajappan A+
12 Sri. R. Chandrakesa Shenol A+ 44 Smt. A. Latha A+
13 Smt. P.K. Anitha A+ 45 Smt. Sheela. P.P. A+
14 Sri. K.N. Muraly A+ 46 Sri. P.V. Sunil A+
15 Smt. Bindu Sanjeev A+ 47 Smt. Shyamala. M.P. A+
16 Smt. G. Ambil<a A+ 48 Sri. Sreekumar. K.M. A+
17 Sri. K. Baburajan A+ 49 Smt. S. Prasannakumari A+
18 Smt. K.K. Kousallia A+ 50 Sri. P.M. Gireesh A+
19 Smt. T.C. Chandrika A+ 51 Smt. Roja Sathumadhavan A+
20 Smt. Leela C.A. A+ 52 Smt. Smitha.K A+
21 Smt. C. Devaki A+ 53 Smt. Rani Palaniswamy CIFRI A+
22 Smt. Annies Mary Paulose A+ 54 Sri. R.Rajendran CIFRI A+
23 Sri. Sri. Roopesh E.A. A+ 55 Sri. T.V.Velayudhan CIFRI A+
24 Smt. Febeena P.A. A+ 56 Sri. Sanjay Kumar NBFGR A+
25 Sri. Sunil A.T. A+ 57 Smt. Sheeba .K.B NBFGR A+
26 Sri. P.R. Leopold A+ 58 Smt. Beni N PFD A+
27 Sri. A. Nandakumar A+ 59 Sri. IB . Ratheesh CFD A+
28 Sri. N. Venugopal A+ 60 Sri. Rijo Johny CFD A+
29 Sri. J. Sreenivasan A+ 61 Ragesh N MFD A+
30 Sri. P.S. Anilkumar A+ 62 Raveendra MFD A+
31 Sri. Mathew Joseph A+ 63 Suja N MFD A+
32 Sri. R. Ramachandran Nair A+ 64 Preetha K Shenoy MBTD A+
SI.No. Name Group SI.No. Name Group
65 Keerthi Rani A MBTD A+ 99 S. Haja Najeemudeen B+
66 Shyam S. Salim A- 100 E.K. Uma B+
67 Sh. Rishikesh Aandi, A- 101 M.G. Sivadasan B+
68 Shri K.K. Surendran A- 102 K.K. Valsala B+
69 Shri IK . Antony A- 103 V. Mohan B+
70 Anu Mathew MBTD A- 104 K.V. Rema B+
71 N. Gopalal<rishna Pillai B+ 105 C.S. Sasidharan B+
72 K.K. Vijayan B+ 106 V.J. Thomas B+
73 K. Sunilkumar Mohamed B+ 107 P.K. Seetha B+
74 Mary K. Manisseri B+ 108 P.M. Hariharan B+
75 Josileen Jose B+ 109 M.B. Seynudeen B+
76 K. Madhu B+ 110 K. Anandan B+
77 IV . Sathianandan B+ 111 Lata L. Khambadkar B+
78 P. Vijayagopal B+ 112 D. Prakasan B+
79 J. Jayasankar B+ 113 P.S. Alloycious B+
80 IM . Najmudeen B+ 114 I  Sreedharan B+
81 Rema Madhu B+ 115 E.J. James B+
82 S.Lakshmi Pillai B+ 116 V.H. Venu B+
83 Srinivasa Raghavan V B+ 117 K. Kunjuraman B+
84 P.J. Sheela, B+ 118 Shaji. A.K. B+
85 P.V. Devassy B+ 119 V. Rajendran B+ 1
86 M.M. Teresakutty B+ 120 Jestin Joy. K.M. B+
87 P.S. Sumathy B+ 121 K.S. Jeeji B+
88 N.S. Sarala B+ 122 G.R. Mohanan B+
89 P.P. Chandrasekharan Nair B+ 123 Biju George B+
90 N.K. Suseela B+ 124 I  Rajesh Babu B+
91 C.K. Sivadas B+ 125 P.V. Joy B+
92 Tomy Prince M.J. B+ 126 usha unnithan CIFRI B+
93 P.K. Mary B+ 127 R planiswamy CIFRI B+
94 P.K. Ravindran B+ 128 MahendranCIFRI B+
95 Manjusha G. Menon B+ 129 Soudamini CIFRI B+
96 K.K. Sujatha B+ ■ 130 SajeelaKANBFGR 8+
97 Geetha Antony B+ 131 Divya.P.R NBFGR B+







































Manju Sebastain PFD 
AkhileshKVPFD 
Antony Joseph CFD 
Sija MFD
Vidya Susan Phillip MBTD 
Anju Antony MBTD 
Anusreeanir MBTD 
Justin Joseph 




















V.P. Vipin Kumar 
Rekha J. Nair 
Mini. K.G.
Kajal Chakraborty 



























































































D. Augustus Julin Raj 
Blnny Cherian 
Gourl Hareendran
D. Lalithambika Amma 
A.K. Kunjipalu,



































































































































































































A Gopalkrishnan NBFGR 
Raja Swmainathan NBFGR 
Ambrose TV DFD 
Remya R DFD 
Rajool Shanis C P PFD 
Hashim M PFD 
PreethaGNairCFD 
Rakesh ShramalVMFD 
Reynold Peter MBID 
Liju John MBID 
Renjith Kumar MBID 
Benny Ihilakan MBID 
Sreedevi S MBID 
N. Aswathy 
John.C.E NBFGR 
M. Safiy^bi, 3099 
M. Balaraman, 3116 
K.V. Sajitha, 3061 
A. Padmanabha 
S. Nandakumar Rao 
I  Vijayakumar 

















University of Calicut 
University of Kerala(TVM)




university of Sanskrit 
Rest House Press Club Road 
Yathri Nivas Mamangalam  
Guest House Shanmugan Road 
All India Radio Thrilakavu 
Accountant Genera! Office 
Central Administrative Tribunal 
Central Bureau of Investigation 
Central Excise & Customs
Central Institute of Fisheries, 
Nautical &Engineering Training
Central Public work 
Department Civil wing 
Central Public work Department 
Electrical wing 
Central Water Commission 
Cochin Port
Coconut Development Board 
Commissioner of Customs 
Controller of Explosives 
































Geological Survey of India 
Indian meterogical Department
Marine Product Export 
Development Authority 
National Institute of 
Oceanography 
Press Information Bureau 
Tea Board
Corporation of Cochin 
State Bank of India EKM 
Coir Board EKM 
Novika office 
Type of Common Enquiry
AIRLINES
Cochin International Airport 
Airline Enquires 
Air India Enquires 
Deccan air Enquries 
Go air enquires 
Indian Airline Enquires 
Jet Airways Enquires 
King Fisher Enquires 
Paramount Airways Enquires
AMBULANCE SERVICES
Anugrha ambulance Services 
Dhanvandhari Services 
Society
EKM General Hospital 
EKM medical center
BLOOD BANK
I M A Voluntary Donor 
Blood Bank
E K M  General Hospital 
Lakeshore Hospital& 
Research center 








































Ayurveda College Hospital 




Indira Gandhi Co-Hospital 
EKM Medical center 
Medical Trust Hospital 
PNVM Hospital 
PVS Memorial Hospital 









Commissioner of Police 
Crime stopper 
Traffic Helpline 
Vanitha Police Station 
Central Station 


























































BSNL Enquiry (Toll Free) 1500
Commercial Enquiry (central) 0484-2369900
Commercial Enquiry (Urban) 0484-2314888
Enquire 197
Trunk Booking 1580





EKM Head Post Office
Kochi MG Road
Press Club Road
Tourist Information Center 
















Aluva Palace in Kerala is a magnificent 
monument evocative of the splendor and herit­
age of the ancient past. Aluva is an industrialized 
town and an important tourist destination in 
Ernakulam district. Located on the banks of the 
picturesque Periyar River, it stands as mute wit­
ness to a long and eventful past. A tour to here 
transports visitors back in time to the glorious 
period of ancient royalty. The lovely palace build­
ing is presently being used as the Aluva Guest 
House and ranks as one of the most frequented 
resorts in the state. It is located at Aluva, on N H 
47,15 km away from the City, near Cochin Inter­
national Airport.
BOLGATTY PALACE
The commercial capital of Kerala is also 
blessed with monuments of great historic rel­
evance. One such monument is the Bolgatty 
Palace. Set amidst lush, tropical greenery, this 
prestigious heritage hotel answers your quest for 
a holiday of quiet enchantment. One of the old­
est existing Dutch palaces outside Holland, this 
quaint mansion was built way back in 1744 by a 
Dutch trader. In 1909 the palace was leased to 
the British and it served as their residency till 1947
when the British Raj came to an end in India. Now 
KTDC has converted it in to a hotel and it is reach­
able through Gosree bridges. Ph.No. 0484- 
2750600.
CHERAI BEACH
Cherai Beach is just 30 km from City and 
30 km from Cochin International Airport. The 
nearby towns are North Paravur (6 km) and 
Kodungallur (10 km) and nearest railway station 
is Aluva (20 km), the 15 km of long golden beach 
is very clean, shallow and attracts swimming and 
sunbathing. This is one of the few places where 
we can see the lagoon (poyil) and ocean sepa­
rated only by a few hundreds of metres. Occa­
sionally Dolphins are also seen here. One of the 
main events in this beach is the tourism fest dur­
ing December. Best season to visit is all through­
out the year barring the rainy season (June - 
October).
FORT KOCHI
Come into Cochin (Kochi), Queen of the 
Arabian Sea. Cochin is the oldest European set­
tlement in India. Layered impression - Chinese, 
Arab, Jewish, British, French and Portuguese, 
are contained within its environment. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- .131
It is believed to be the finest natural harbor 
in the world. Giant Chinese fishing nets that bil­
low from massive teak and bamboo poles dot the 
entrance to the harbor. Silhouetted against the 
setting sun, they present a magnificent sight at 
the waterfront.
From time immemorial, it has been the 
favorite destination of globe-trotters and explor­
ers. Blessed by one of the finest natural harbors 
in the world. Cochin has been eulogized as the 
Queen of Arabian Sea.
In and around Cochin several cities of 
monumental value, but step into Fort Cochin, and 
you are in a totally different world. The Chinese 
fishing nets, the Jewish Synagogue, the Dutch 
Palace, the Portuguese and British Architecture, 
all finely blend with the rich heritage of the land, 
intricately woven folklore and fact.
The Chinese Fishing Nets, a legacy of the 
trading connections between China and India 
many centuries ago. The long rows of Chinese 
nets silhouetted against the sunset present a 
spectacular sight of Cochin's waterfront.
HILL PALACE MUSEUM
Tripunithura was the headquarters of the 
maharaja of Cochin and now his palace is the 
largest archeological museum in Kerala. Differ­
ent types of sculptures, rare coins, old weapons, 
manuscripts in ancient lipis and collections from 
the cochin royal family are exhibited here. This is 
situated 12 km away from Ernakulam on the 
Chottanikkara route.
KERALA HISTORY MUSEUM
Kerala history museum is located at 
Edappaly, 10 km away from Ernakulam on the 
Aluva route. The speciality of this museum is that 
the exhibited and narrated with the help of light 
and sound. The museum, which is owned by 
Madhavan Nair Foundation, reflects the cultural 
diversity of India. Ph: 0484-2558296.
VALLARPADAM CHURCH
It is a basilica and national pilgrim center, 
which is situated west of Ernakulam in 
Vallarpadam Island. People from all walks of life 
come for blessing from vallarpadathamma (Mary 
- Mother of Jesus) for their various needs. Adima 
and blessing of boats are the two common forms 
of prayers at this church.Ph: 0484-2363952.
the control of the Devaswom Board. Speciality of 
the temple is that the deity is facing sea towards 
west. Subrahmanya Swamy temple and Anjaneya 
temple is nearly located.
MATTANCHERRY PALACE
(DUTCH PALACE)
Mattancherry Palace was built by Portuguese and 
handed over to cochin Raja in 1555 AD. Though 
built by the Portuguese, it is popularly known as 
the 'Dutch Palace' as the Dutch renovated it 
during their short-lived region here. The centre 
of the building has a Coronation Hall where 
Cochin Rajas investitures were held. Today, it is 
a portrait gallery of the Rajas. Rooms adjacent 
display 17th century murals depicting scenes 
from the epic, the Ramayana. The palace is well 
known for its mural paintings, which are noted 
for their high level of excellence. Open for visi­
tors from 10 am to 5 pm. Closed on Fridays and 
national holidays. Ph: 0484-2226085 
Visit us a t : www.getit.in
JEWISH SYNAGOGUE
This synagogue built in 1568 A.D. was de­
stroyed by the Portuguese in 1662 and rebuilt by 
the Dutch two years after. Scrolls of Old testa­
ment and Copper Plates inscribed in Hebrew 
script are preserved here. It is at Mattancherry,
11 kms fro Ernakulam. It is open from 10 a.m. to
12 noon and from 3p.m. to 5 p.m. except on Sat­
urday and Jewish holidays.
ERNAKULAM SHIVA TEMPLE
The main deity of Ernakulam shiva temple 
is Lord Shiva also known as "Ernakulathappan". 
It was built during Maharaja Rule and now under
SANTA CRUZ BASILLICA
This Roman Catholic church is situated near 
the St. Francis church and is worth a visit. It is a 
specimen of Portuguese architecture built in 1503. 
'Frescoes' and mural paintings decorate the ceil­




St. Francis church, which is the oldest Eu­
ropean church in India, is at Fort Kochi. It was 
built by Portuguese in 1503 AD. Dutch restored it 
and later the British converted it into an Anglican 
church. Vasco-Da-Gama , who discovered sea 
route to India from Europe, was buried here. This 
church is situated approximately 11 km from 
Ernakulam.
MARINE DRIVE
Marine Drive is considered to be one of the 
most beautiful parts of the Ernakulam City. It is 
also called-'Shanmugham Road". The Marine 
Drive is another busy retail centre. The marine 
walk is the main hangout for the local populace 
as the view of the backwaters and the harbor 
various ships anchored at the harbor just breath­
taking. An evening stroll along the water side 
promenade is a favorite pastime.
❖
With best compliments from
P R I N T E R S  & P U B L I S H E R S
RB. No. 2008, Saroj, S.R.M. Road, Kochi - 682 018.
Tel : 2403760 , 2402948  Fax : (91 >-484-2403760.
Works : 5 /5 0 0 , A, Development Area, M ajor Industrial Estate, 
S. Kalamassery, Kochi - 683 109
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* o' CylUM *,
The Simplest an d  M ost Effective Way to Analyze and Graph D a ta !
Join more than 250,000 researchers w orldw ide who use SIgmaPlot to  easily custom ize every graphic detail 
and create com pelling pub lication-quality graphs that clearly present their results fo r technical publications 
presentations o r the web. Gam deeper insight into your data w ith easy-to-use data analysis tools — from 
sophisticated curve fitting  to  advanced mathematical calculations. SigmaPlot 11 has 50 o f the most 
frequently used sta tistica l tests to  analyze scientific data. Take advantage of the Advisor W izard tha t walks 
the non-statistician through the analysis o f their data.
With Sigm aPlot 11 you can:
Perform over 50 o f the m ost frequently used statistical tests in scientific research with 
step-by-step guidance that includes suggestion of the most appropriate statistical test, 
checking fo r violations of data assumptions and generation of an easy-to-interpret 
report that has minimal statistical jargon.
Fit your data easily and accurately to solve simple and advanced curve fitting problems 
including Global Curve Fitting.
Choose from over 100 easily custom izable 2D and 3D graph types to create publication- 
quatity graphs that comm unicate exactly what you want. Use pre-formatted worksheets 
to easily arrange your data according to  the required graph type.
Take advantage o f an updated look-and-feel across the entire application and customize 
your workspace according to  your usage.
Automate repetitive tasks to  save your time and effort.
Cranes Software international Limited
phone: +91-80-41516400 fax: +91-80=05si6saa  
email: sigmaplot@cranessoftwme,com
D o w n lo a d  a f r e e  3 0 - d a y  trial o f  S igm aP lo t  from w w w .s ig m a p lo t .co r
'7 fin d  S igm aP lo t to be the  
m o s t user-friend ly and  
advanced... It  rea lly is qu ite  
exceptional, especia lly fo r  
som eone w ho d o e sn ’t  have a 
huge s ta tis tica l background. ”
- Carmen Cuffari, MD 
Associate Professor 
Department of Pediatrics
Ig m a Plot.
E x a c t G raphs a n d  D a ta  A n a lys is
EDITORIAL BOARD "HARANGAM 2010
Dr. Shyam  S. Salim Dr. C. Ram achandran Smt. Uma. E. K Shri. Anandan. K Shri. Abhilash P R.
O S t a t e  B a n k  o *
.................
Demat Services-
Another value added offering







Applies to Demat A/C opening charges only.
BUY *  SELL *  CHECK STATUS *  24 x 7 ACCESS *  1000 + BRANCHES
